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Tier III
minor
changes;
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declare

BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
LEISURE EDITOR

BY CLAIRE LUI
“You are a real advertising
agency. This is as real as it gets,”
said Juan D. Cano, referring to
his participation in the National
Student Advertising Competition
hosted by the American Advertising Federation (AAF) this year.
Last year, two enthusiastic and
passionate students, Juan D. Cano
and Edward Drakhlis represented
Baruch College in the National
Student Advertising Competition
(NSAC), hosted by the AAF. They
competed against fifteen other
colleges before winning best marketing campaign for their promotion of a company called Postal
Vault. At the competition last May,
they presented their marketing
plan to the regional judges and
took sixth place out of the fifteen
schools that participated.
The AAF, which is the largest advertising organization in
the U.S., selects a corporation to
promote every year. This year,
they have selected the Coca-Cola
Company and have assigned a $15
million imaginary budget, which
students will use to figure out expense totals to fund the marketing campaign. The competition is
judged by the Education Services
of the AAF Academic Committee,
which includes a group of advertising professionals.
How NSAC works
NSAC is a national competition that takes place at colleges
across the country. The corporate
sponsor provides a case study of
the history of its product and current advertising campaigns. Students must meticulously research
the product and its competition
and develop a marketing strategy
on how to effectively market the
product with a limited budget.
In order to participate in
NSAC, students need to take the
year-long marketing course, MKT
5150. In the fall semester, students
will do extensive preliminary research and then, in the spring,
write the 34-page marketing plan,
which includes results from real
surveys and focus groups and a
media plan, which includes PR,
promotion and guerilla marketing.
Throughout the year-long
class, Cano, Drakhlis and other
students will research and create
an entire strategic campaign from
scratch involving a media plan to
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producer Steven H. Baum.
The event was educational and
gave students the opportunity to
discover the man behind the title.
“CEOs like Robert Greifeld provide
insightful comments not heard
anywhere else. What prepared
him, might prepare you,” Baum
said.
“What he has to say can be beneficial to my education and

A recent announcement introduced new requirements and
procedures for the Tier III minor
for all Baruch undergraduates
who have not yet filed a minor
declaration form.
The Tier III minor consists of
three courses of study in one discipline of the humanities, natural
sciences or social sciences, all of
which are part of the Weissman
departments.
To complete a Tier III minor,
students are required to take
two courses at the 3000-level or
above and one capstone course
a 4000-level class. Capstone
courses are research-oriented
and communication-intensive
courses, which are designed to
come at the end of the sequence
and thus rounding off the minor.
Tier III minors must be in a nonbusiness discipline although
students may choose the option
of completing a second minor in
business.
Students must indicate their
minor at the time that they apply
for their major or school of preference. Declaration of the Tier III
minor is also part of the online
application, “Eligibility Review
for Your Major.” Forms may be
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NASDAQ PRESIDENT’S
ANATOMY OF SUCCESS
VICTOR CHU | THE TICKER

Nasdaq President & CEO Robert Greifeld spoke to Baruch students as part of the Executives on Campus series.

n Drive and
determination
are key traits
BY APRIL AYALA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Robert Greifeld walked into
Baruch College’s Mason Hall all by
himself. No personal assistants or
entourage, just an ordinary man

from Suffolk County, who happens to be the President and CEO
of the largest U.S. electronic stock
market, The Nasdaq Stock Market,
Inc. Father, husband, friend, marathon runner — Greifeld graciously
answered questions at a videotaped interview this past Monday.
The third of its kind in a soon to be
televised series titled, “Inside the
Executive Suite,” was sponsored
by the Division of Continuing and
Professional Studies and executive

MONKEY
BUSINESS

Latina sounds overtake club hours
BY NGA VU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

n Portraits of these
adorable primates
on exhibit now.
For full coverage see page 10

LEISURE

On Thursday, La Super Linea Tipica brought merengue
tipico, the national music of the
Dominican Republic, to Baruch
in celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month. The band’s performance filled the second floor
lobby as over 20 couples danced
and a huge crowd gathered to
watch and listen.
La Super Linea Tipica started
the show with “Alturo Almonte,”
followed by “Negro Cruz,” “Tono
Colon,” “La Chiflera” and “Puente Seco,” all with very strong
rhythms, which propelled the
audience’s enthusiasm. The
high spirit of the music came
from seven performing and five
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A massive crowd gathers around La Super Linea Tipica.
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News
Dwindling jazz market discussed by enthusiasts
BY REBECCA FORBES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In today’s world of pop and hiphop, musical genres of earlier generations are slowly fading out. On
Tuesday, a panel forum was held at
Baruch discussing one such musical genre. “The Business of Jazz”
focused on the diminishing jazz
market of the 21st century.
Held to coincide with last
Thursday’s Rufus Reid concert,
“The Business of Jazz” was moderated by Howard Mandel, president
of the Jazz Journalists Association.
The panelists of the event included
James Browne, owner and manager
of the Lower Manhattan club Sweet
Rhythm, Karen Kennedy, principal
of 24 Seven Artist Management,
Jason Lindner, pianist-composerensemble leader and Doug Yoel,
president of Now Forward Music.
The discussion focused on the
lack of a market for jazz in today’s
society. One of the major reasons
for this is also jazz artists’ biggest
challenge: the absence of a connection with younger audiences.
One solution to this problem is
encouraging young jazz artists. “If
young people make music, young
people will connect to that music,”
Kennedy said. However, traditional

radio stations do not encourage
young jazz artists because they believe that audiences want to hear
the music of jazz greats like Miles
Davis and Duke Ellington.
Another problem that jazz artists have encountered is that people have misconceptions about the
genre. People associate jazz with
sophistication and intelligence
and, therefore, believe it will be too
difficult to listen to. “People don’t
know what to listen for,” Browne
said, who is also a broadcaster on
Sirius Satellite Radio.
The panelists also explored
the idea that jazz is actually overexposed and the possibility that
there is too much “product” out
there that audiences are simply
overwhelmed. “It used to be that
you had to be able to sing . . . there
was some sense of quality control,” Browne said. Now, with new
advents of technology anyone can
make music. The sense of quality and quantity control is now
lost. “How do you discern what’s
good or bad?” Browne asked. “It’s
a question of supply and demand.
There is more supply than there is
demand . . . the products are indistinguishable.”
The lack of musical education
is also a problem for the jazz com-

Minor requirements to
change next spring
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
obtained at the academic department or at the office of
Student Advisement and Orientation on the fifth floor of the
Vertical Campus. Students who
are not required to complete the
Tier III minor but who decide
to complete the minor or minor
alternative should file the form
at the Office of the Registrar in
the Library Building. The application guidelines for the Tier III
minors have not changed, what
has changed are the graduation
requirements.
The new changes regarding
the Tier III minors were based
on assessments and discussions
of the Weissman Curriculum
Committee. Every semester, the
Weissman School of Arts and
Sciences discuss and review
the curriculum and base their
changes on votes between the
committee members. The resolutions made by the committee
take complete effect the second
semester following the vote. The
Tier III minor alterations were
decided last spring and will be
fully enforced next semester.
The decision to modify the
guidelines was prompted by the
lack of effort and assiduousness on the students’ part for
their minor courses. “We were
concerned that students were
minoring for subjects but were
doing badly in their classes,” reasons Gary Hentzi, associate dean
of the Weissman School of Arts
and Sciences and a member of
the Weissman curriculum committee.
The new minor requirements
for graduation include a GPA
of at least 2.0 within that minor
and the completion of at least
the final capstone course for the
minor at Baruch. “We don’t want
students to just pick a minor to
just have it on record. We want

the students to do well in their
classes and we want them to
meet Baruch standards by taking
the capstone course at Baruch,”
explained Hentzi.
Since these new requirements will only be in effect in
the spring 2007 semester, those
students who have already filled
out an application for their minor, whether they have started
the classes or not, or those who
are already pursuing their minor
need not be concerned about
these changes. These changes
are only applicable to Baruch
undergraduates who have not
filed a Tier III minor declaration form by the beginning of the
spring 2007 semester.
The minor courses offered at
the College are designed to provide students with a better background in a field other than their
major concentration. The minor
may be related to a student’s
field of interest, provide further
enrichment or simply serve to
further enhance their education.
Students are advised to think
about their interests, strengths
and values when approaching or
contemplating their minors.
The enactment of these new
procedures will mean that at the
completion of the minor, the student will have demonstrated at
least that level of proficiency in
their selected minor.
Several new minors introduced this year include the law
and policy, modern languages
and comparative literature and
religion and culture.
Students are encouraged to
consult with an advisor if they
are unsure of their Tier III minor
or minor alternative requirement. Also if students find that
they are facing problems or difficulties with their Tier III minor,
they should make an appointment with a counselor.

JOHN LEE | THE TICKER

Panelists ponder ways to increase interest in jazz.

munity. Whether it is education
from their parents or education
from schools, the younger generations are increasingly not discovering any types of musical genres
other than those they hear on the
radio or download from the Internet. Kennedy said that the lack of
resources for the youth is a major
problem. “They may not have an
iPod or their parents’ record collection to stumble upon,” he stated.
However, Mandel noted that there
are jazz education programs in 160
universities “from Princeton to little
schools no one has ever heard of.”
With these programs, people may

find what Browne calls the “inner
sense that there is something else
[they] can consider.”
The panelists also spoke about
their experiences as musicians.
Lindner, unlike many of the other
panelists, has no business plan. Instead, he is researching and learning about the business world. Kennedy agreed with this approach
saying, “I see many people who
are looking to improve their repertoire of knowledge of the business.”
Many of the panelists took another
practical approach to their careers.
Though Browne commented, “People are doing [this] because they

love it. People don’t get into jazz for
the money.” Both Yoel and Kennedy told the audience that they are in
the business to make money. “Love
will only get you so far,” Yoel said.
Though the market for jazz is
certainly dwindling, it is not dead.
As Yoel noted, the album Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane,
which includes recordings from
1957, was recently discovered and
redistributed to the public and a
quarter of a million albums were
sold. “It would have been considered a failure in pop music. But,
this is huge for jazz.”
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Hispanic Heritage Month
continues to shake up Baruch
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
other members of the band. “This
music runs in our blood” Danny
Vargas, the guira player, asserted.
Merengue means ‘whipped egg
whites and sugar’ in Spanish, similar to the English word meringue,
although it is unclear why this
name became the name of the music. Merengue tipico became immensely popular in the Dominican
Republic in the 1930s and retains
its popularity until today. “I listen
to this all the time,” exclaimed Hildania Perez, a psychology major.
The audiences have high opinions of the performance. “It’s awesome. The spirit of this is really in
the air,” said Manny, an account-

ing major, sweating after dancing
to one of the songs. Hiram Lopez,
a SEEK student, said, “The band is
very good. The acoustics [are] terrific!” With more than 20 couples
dancing on the floor and a huge
crowd, the area had to be separated by tape so other students could
pass. One group of students in the
audience brought a Dominican flag
to the performance and waved it to
the rhythm.
La Super Linea Tipica is a family
band of the Vargas brothers, their
cousins and their friends; most are
CUNY students and some are Baruch students. The band has been
together for four years and the first
time they performed at Baruch was
two years ago. This year the Hispanic Heritage Month Committee

called and asked them to give another performance at the College.
The performing members of La
Super Linea Tipica are Steven, accordion player; Andy, saxophone
player; Gabriel, bass guitarist; Hector, vocals, Nelson, tambora player
and Danny, guira player.
At the end of the performance,
audiences were invited to an end
of the month celebration on Friday,
sponsored by the Hispanic Heritage Month Committee, and enjoy
pastelito, a pastry served by the Association of Latino Professionals in
Finance and Accounting.
For more about La Super Linea Typica, check out the band’s
MySpace page at www.myspace.
com/lasuperlineatipica.

BORIS BERDICHEVSKIY | THE TICKER

The lively band played Latin classics that got the crowd moving.

CUNY Journalism School guides bloggers on law
BY MAYA KASHYAP
STAFF WRITER

In the growing world of online
journalism and our reliance on
news via the Internet, one rarely
thinks of the way in which news is
received. However, bloggers and
citizen journalists across the nation
are facing legal problems such as
libel, copyright infringement and
privacy issues. In response, the John
S. and James L. Knight Foundations
have teamed up with CUNY’s new
Graduate School of Journalism to
offer a course on blogging.
The Knight Foundation, an organization created to enhance the
quality of journalism and freedom
of expression, has awarded the
journalism school with a $50,000

grant. This grant is for the development of an online guide to instruct
bloggers and citizen journalists on
legal matters. The guide will consist
of 10 rules that help bloggers stay
out of court and out of trouble.
The Knight Foundation was established in 1950 and its original
purpose was to provide financial
aid to college students in the Akron,
Ohio area. From there it took off with
the help of many contributions and
today offers nearly $300 million in
grants towards journalism. According to its Web site, www.knightfdn.
org, “Knight Foundation’s signature
work is its journalism program. The
journalism program has a global
reach and clear goals: To protect
and expand the freedom of the press
and to encourage journalistic excel-

Double ceremonies for
Chi Alpha Epsilon
BY MARKITA ATKINSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Baruch College held its annual
Chi Alpha Epsilon National Honor
Society ceremony at the Newman
Conference Center on Thursday.
This included a public pinning
and a private induction ceremony
for those students whose GPA is
3.0 or higher for two consecutive
semesters.
Every fall, new inductees join
XAE, which was established at the
College four years ago. The ceremony began at 5:15 p.m. with 34
inductees being initiated privately. No one knows what goes on
during the initiation except XAE
members. Inductees are surprised
when they are informed of all the
secret traditions that this national
honor society reveals to them. “It
was an amazing experience,” said
inductee Dilwar Chowdhury. Dejan Papric, another XAE inductee,
said, “All the hard work finally
paid off.”
Many XAE inductees and SEEK
advisors came from other CUNY
schools such as Medgar Evers
College, York College and Bronx
Manhattan Community College
to support the most diverse bunch
of students in the country. Members of XAE are eager to welcome
this new group of smart individuals. Jiayi Liu, president of XAE says
that he was very excited to meet
the new inductees. “Since I’m
graduating this semester, I want to
motivate new inductees to run for
office next year,” says Liu.
Chi Alpha Epsilon was formed
in 1989 at WestChester University
of Pennsylvania. It was founded
by Dr. Elbert Saddler in 1990
with the intention to recognize
students who are admitted into
college through developmental
programs, such as the SEEK and

EOP programs. Membership to
schools is offered through an estimated 120 different chapters of
XAE nationwide. This includes
Baruch’s own Beta Alpha chapter,
the Alpha Xi chapter for John Jay
College of Criminal Justice and
the Beta Epsilon chapter for Buffalo State College.
“The Beta Alpha chapter is the
largest chapter in CUNY,” said Dr.
Angela Anselmo, director of the
SEEK program in her speech at
this event. The SEEK program at
Baruch stands for Search for Education, Elevation and Knowledge
and its purpose is help students
who need financial and academic advisement in college. This
year Baruch College’s chapter of
XAE has 18 jeweled pin recipients. Those who receive jeweled
pins have earned a GPA of 3.5 or
higher. Anselmo stated, “The Beta
Alpha chapter is also the chapter
with the most jeweled pins.”
Dr. Kathleen Waldron, the
president of Baruch College, also
spoke to XAE members. She stated, “Baruch is a hard college to
get into.” She continued that there
are nine applicants for every one
seat in a class this academic year.
Members of this honors society
should be proud of their academic achievements. In her speech,
Waldron also stated, “Baruch is
also the hardest college [in CUNY]
to graduate from.”
XAE strives to promote academic excellence. This society emphasizes the academic achievements of students accepted into
colleges through non-traditional
criteria.
Its purpose is to give those students who achieve good grades
the credit they are due. It is the
integrity of XAE that motivates
its members by giving them principles to uphold.

lence at home and abroad. They
are based on the premise that new
media as well as traditional have
the obligation to meet the highest
standards of journalistic excellence.
We define journalistic excellence as
the accurate, fair, contextual pursuit
of truth.” Also, “through its training
and education priority, the journalism program continues to emphasize education for current and future journalists; aims to increase the
impact and number of journalists
reached by existing programs and
encourages the news industry to
increase its investment in training,”
the Web site notes.
Stephen Shepard, dean of the
CUNY Journalism School, stated,
“The Knight Foundation has identified a clear and growing need in the

world of online journalism. We are
pleased to partner with the Foundation to address this need.”
Geanne Rosenberg, journalism
director at CUNY’s Baruch College
and faculty member at the graduate school, will serve as the guide’s
chief author. Jeff Jarvis, head of the
interactive journalism program at
the graduate school and author of
the prominent Buzzmachine.com
blog, is also keenly involved in the
project. Rosenberg, a non-practicing lawyer and journalist who has
written about media and Internet
law, explains the importance of
this grant and the dire need of the
guide. “While traditional print and
broadcast journalism are also vulnerable to legal risk, their reporters often have editors or produc-

ers and a legal staff that can help
anticipate and address legal issues.
Bloggers and other citizen journalists are usually going it alone. They
often lack the kind of training and
resources that could help them
avoid unnecessary legal risk,” notes
Rosenberg. “We’re seeing a flurry
of cases now in which bloggers and
other online contributors are finding themselves in legal trouble. Our
goal is to provide an educational
module that will help those who report and publish online to engage
in their journalistic activities with
greater confidence.”
The guide will appear on CUNY‘s
Graduate School of Journalism’s
Web site, www.journalism.cuny.
edu, and the Knight Foundation
Web site, www.knightfdn.org.
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A frank discussion on U.S. and Latin America
BY HASSAN ZUBAIR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The tragic attacks of Sept. 11 affected the United States politically,
socially and economically. Immediately after the attack, President
George W. Bush and his senior
cabinet members and advisors
began to set priorities such as stabilizing the economy to restore the
U.S. as an economic and military
superpower. Resources that tackled
issues such as international trade,
global warming and immigration
legislation were diverted to other
essential programs at that time. This
is particularly true when it comes
to programs that were intended
to improve relations between the
United States and Latin America,
such as immigration laws and free
trade agreements.
These program cuts were discussed in a panel discussion, “U.S.Latin American Relations: Being a
Good Neighbor,” on Thursday. The
event was the first for the newly
formed club, Diversity of Thought,
whose mission is to raise awareness
of global issues. The discussion featured two professors who specialize
in U.S.-Latin American politics and
international trade, including Dr.
Ted Henken, a distinguished professor of sociology and black and
Hispanic studies who specializes in
U.S.-Cuban relations and Dr. Bryan
Coutain, an international political
economist who specializes in international trade and teaches political
science at Baruch.
The format of the discussion
was organized such that each faculty member responded to two
questions which led to a Q & A session. The very vital questions were:
What is the biggest challenge facing U.S.-Latin American relations?

And what can we do to improve relations between Latin America and
the U.S. in the future?
Both experts cited historical
incidents in U.S.-Latin American
relations to answer the questions.
Coutain talked about the U.S. policy of “divergence, convergence and
divergence” with Latin America. He
emphasized rumors of the United
States reluctance to engage in talks
and negotiations that would result
in trade deals and pacts between
U.S. and Latin America.
Henken mentioned that the
American people should be able
to recognize the distinction between the stories and real motives
that drive international politics. He
compared the saying of John Winthrop, “We shall be a city set on a
hill . . . The eyes of all people are
upon U.S.,” to President Bush’s support of the United States’s civilizing
and democratizing efforts in thirdworld countries. He also clarified
that the current administration
needs to realize that “you can’t understand the present without understanding the past.” Acknowledging the pain and suffering of U.S.
policies and the direct intervention
we have on the Latin American
countries is a fundamental step to
improve relations.
The discussion took a humorous turn when President Hugo
Chavez of Venezuela was discussed
and how his portrayal of President
Bush as the devil still remains in
the news. For the first time in decades, a coalition of countries in
Latin America stood up to American imperialism. The three nations,
Venezuela, Cuba and Bolivia, are
believed to have challenged the
authority of the American empire.
Venezuela has used its resources as
leverage to attack U.S. foreign pol-

icy. Venezuelans seek to form socialist governments and condemn
puppet governments throughout
the world.
Regarding the enactment of the
Comprehensive Immigration Reform Act of 2006 and if it would help
improve the relations, Henken said
that it would considerably ease up
tensions, especially with Mexico.
He continued to say that such a law
would acknowledge the fact that illegal aliens from Mexico and other
Latin-American countries are in
the U.S. in great numbers, and most
of them contribute to the American
way of life. For example, most illegal aliens do pay taxes, consume
goods like all other Americans and
hold low to average paying jobs that
Americans are unwilling to do.
The two professors also compared the ways Americans can
improve our relations with Latin
America to countries in the Middle
East and North Korea. Both panelists repeatedly emphasized the importance of sitting down in bilateral
talks and listening to the grievances
of other nations. There is also a need
to understand the culture, language
and history of the nations, and how
current conflicts can be resolved
through mutual understanding.
As an example, Henken told the
audience how shocked he was after
hearing that a former student of
his was offered a job in military to
live among the Iraqis. The student
would learn their language and
culture and the Iraqis’ perspective
of the U.S. invasion and the effects
of it on their lives.
He and Coutain reiterated the
importance of requiring students
to learn about their heritage, such
as their native language, to avoid
staying arrogant for the rest of their
American lives.
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DID YOU KNOW. . .
Each week, the writer of the best
opinion piece wins a special prize.

Overlooked
Jewish refugees
DANIEL AYZENBERG
While the world commonly disregards
the question of the Jewish forgotten refugees, the U.N. is much more preoccupied
with the other arguable and doubtful issue
of the Palestinian “refugees.” Those are the
people who decided to leave Israel after
it was created. The reasons, for the most
part, were not like those in the case of the
Jewish refugees — direct fear for their lives,
discrimination and murders, but rather for
more trivial reasons.
There are several reasons why they left.
First, there was war and many people fled
fearing for their lives but it was their choice
to leave. Second, several Arab states promised that after the war’s end that the newly
born Jewish state would be crushed. After
the destruction of the Jewish state, they
would then be able to return to their homes.
Many people believed this and left; in this
instance once again, they left at their own
will.
Another fact that should be acknowledged is that war leads to the suffering of
the civilian population. There were civilian
casualties on both sides. Arab casualties
were caused by the Israeli army and Israeli
casualties were caused by the Arab armies.
As a result, people fled fearing for their lives.
One should understand that these casualties were unintentional and a natural part of
war, at least on the Israeli side.
This is unfortunately what people fail to
consider when making a claim about these
“refugees.” They tend to bring it in the light
of fictitious massacres and mass murders
of civilians rather than understanding the
policies of war.
Finally, many people who claim to be
Palestinian are in fact not, demographically speaking. At the end of the 19th century
and later on during the 1920s and ’30s, tens
of thousands of Arabs flooded into what is
now Israel in search of jobs that appeared
because of the Jewish presence. So, can
these people who came to the land in the
1920s now be called Palestinians or natives
of the land? One could just as soon refer to
them as Lebanese, Syrians, Egyptians and
Jordanians.

The last point that I want to make is
about the source of the word Palestine. No,
the land was called Palestine not because
there was a nation of people who identified themselves as Palestinians, but rather
it came from the Roman emperor Titus who
conquered the region and destroyed the
Jewish temple. With the desire to dim everything Jewish-related in the land, he ordered
it to be called Palestine, after the Europeans
from the Adriatic Sea region. This had nothing to do with people living in the region or
Arabs at all.
The reality of these two types of the
Middle Eastern refugees is the following:
the real (by definition), forgotten and denied Jewish refugees are of no concern to
anyone, neither the world community nor
the U.N. On the other side, the Palestinian
“refugees,” who can be called Syrians and
Jordanians, are now in the spotlight of the
world’s attention and pity. The denial of the
U.N. is apparent. There are 101 resolutions
that pertain to the cause of the Palestinian
”refugees.” There are zero U.N. resolutions
mentioning the forgotten Jewish refugees
who faced their fate just because they were
Jews and not because there was a war.
In order for it to be minimally fair, first
and foremost, there should be an acknowledgment of the forgotten Jewish refugees.
There must be an acknowledgment of their
history, their sheer existence and their rights
for what was unjustly taken away. Only after
that would it be sound to raise some inquiries about other “refugees” who could be
barely called as such.
It is very unlikely that the world will try
to change anything now. Arab states are unlikely to recognize the heinous persecution
of 900,000 Jews because the consequences
will be too long-term and too burdensome.
The U.N. is also unlikely to do it. They are too
preoccupied trying to bring justice to the
Palestinian “refugees.” While I cannot speak
on behalf of 900,000 forgotten refugees and
tell you what they want, there is one thing I
am certain they want people to know. They
want the world to know what happened
to them and why. This will be the minimal
amount of justice for them.

Not a laughing matter
ALYSSA WICK
Last week, John Lee wrote an extremely
appalling article praising anorexia as the
only true solution to obesity in America. Not
only is this absurd, but it treats anorexia like
a joke. However, anorexia is anything but a
laughing matter, especially since it affects so
many young people these days.
The first point of Lee’s article, that obesity has become a problem in the United
States, is well taken. According to the American Obesity Association, 60 million Americans are obese and nine million are severely
obese (www.obesity.org). Fast food restaurants do not help the matter, which is why
the Food and Drug Administration asked all
fast food restaurants to cut down on portion
size. The New York City health department
also recently made a proposal that would
eliminate the use of trans fats in food establishments throughout NewYork City. These

are only two ways that we are battling obesity and there are probably other actions that
can be taken in the future.
However, it is just wrong to promote anorexia as the answer. Anorexia is another
severe problem in the United States today.
It is a disease, which in some cases requires
a great deal of treatment. According to the
Eating Disorder Coalition Web site, 90 percent of all people diagnosed with an eating
disorder are young or adolescent women
(www.eatingdisorderscoalition.org). It also
says that eating disorders have the highest
mortality rate of any mental illness — 20
percent. Therefore, anorexia is a real problem among today’s youth.
Although Lee’s article could be construed as a satire piece, it is disturbing that
someone could turn such a serious matter
into the butt of a joke. Hopefully, I am not
the only person who feels this way, because
that would truly be sad.
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Why fight abroad
when we can fight here?
SHERVAN SEBASTIAN

It is becoming increasingly apparent that
I exist as part of a generation that has lost,
or perhaps never had reasons to protest the
world around us. Despite the atrocities rampant in modern society, it seems that my fellow collegians and I are incapable of finding
reasons to rise, be outraged and protest the
unacceptable developments that have become ingrained in our society.
This trend probably wouldn’t have been
as disturbing if we lived during relatively
tranquil times. However, we now live in times
of increasing turmoil and confusion. Just to
name a few prominent examples, there is
the genocide in Darfur, which is now spreading into neighboring regions. Another is the
loss of many of our civil rights, includes the
loss of many citizenship privileges (enemy
combatants, rendition) as well as the NSA’s
alarming wire-tapping mandate. In addition, we face the nuclear proliferation of the
Middle East and the Korean peninsula.
Forgive me if this is obvious. These issues
may be on the collective consciousness of
many but appear incapable of moving many
of us to the point of action. I ask my friends,
siblings and fellow college students why we
don’t get involved in the political process,
vote, join advocacy groups or protest any of
the issues that eventually will have tangible
impacts on our daily lives. The responses
are typically the same: no time, no energy,
have to work, got school, siblings and the
No.1 reason, of course, is that they just don’t
care.
And that’s it. We’re too busy and we don’t

Malaysia under
the moonlight
MICHAEL WURSTHRON
After following extensive reports on
the new Malaysian outbreak of Moonlight Cancer, I’ve realized we are facing one of the greatest threats since the
Black Plague.
Malaysia was caught by complete surprise when unsuspecting American tourists
brought this new threat to their peaceful
shores. Now in order to stop the spread of
MC, the government has quarantined a Marriott Hotel in the capital city, Kuala Lumpur.

The 21.3 million citizens of Kuala
Lumpur are extremely frightened by this
new deadly killer. The current president
has issued a statement asking all of its
citizens to keep away from any American they see in the streets.
This makes me realize that now MC
is attacking the American way of life.
We can no longer go to a foreign country without worrying about being quarantined in a small cage just because we
carry this horrific cancer.
We can no longer bathe on the shores
of such pleasure spots like Kazakhstan
and Slovakia.
I feel in order to combat this “axis of
evil” we need to attack its roots. I suggest
we first send a military expedition team
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care. Up to this point, we haven’t had to.
When was the last time the Iranian president
disturbed your favorite episode of Friends?
Did the Darfur conflict cost you time on
your job? Did North Korea’s nuclear detonation help you pass that marketing midterm?
No, none of these things directly impact us.
But how about the Iraqi war? The poor and
inexcusably slow response to Katrina? The
fact that New York City has lost funding for
homeland security? The fact that today we
have declared our willingness to go to war
with North Korea? When do we draw the distinction between what actually matters and
what doesn’t? The time has come for us to
mature and realize that it all matters and it is
all relevant. The time for pacifism and conciliation has come and gone. The world that
exists is now ours. We have to work in it, live
in it and eventually raise our families in it.
If we can’t find reasons to fight for our
beliefs and play a roll in shaping the world
where we are the politicians, ambassadors,
lawmakers and presidents, then clearly my
mother was right and our generation has
lost its way. Perhaps we never found it. Now,
if you’ll excuse me, there must be something
I have to go fight for.

The opinions expressed on this
pages are those of the individual
writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of The Ticker. The
Ticker opinion page welcomes
submissions from students and
faculty.They can be e-mailed to
tickeroped@yahoo.com or delivered
to the Ticker office on the third floor
of the Vertical Campus, Room 3-290.
Letters must be signed and will

appear as space permits. The word
limit is 400 words. Essays must be
300 - 750 words. The editor reserves
the right to edit and condense
submmissions for length as well
as clarity.
The author’s name is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons, at the editor’s
discretion. All submissions are
subject to an editorial board vote.

to the moon. Begin mapping out its terrain and prepare for strategic bombing
of key MC producing hot spots.
Second we prepare waves of nuclear
weapons to be sent to the moon. The
best way I feel to do this is to find a “Superman” like person to carry them in
a large net (much like in Superman 3).
Once we have these weapons placed we
must angle them so the debris doesn’t
hit important countries such as the
United States. Countries in the Far East
should bare the brunt of this in order
to save humanity from its deadliest foe,
since MC Hammer.
This is the only way I feel to save humanity, those who are sacrificed must
understand its for the greater good. A
wise man once said,” the good of the
many outweighs the good of the one.”
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Nasdaq president and CEO shares life experience
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
and career,” said Arthur Byrne, an
economics major, about why he
came to the event.
When Greifeld was entering
the company in May 2003, the
headlines read “Nasdaq in Crisis.”
Greifeld evoked life lessons to give
him the will and determination
necessary to overcome Nasdaq’s
woes. Greifeld focused the company on becoming the premier U.S.
equities market. He described the
crucial role his strong-willed mentor played in his development as
a manager. “You cannot succeed
without having role models. It is
important to seek that out,” Greifeld said.
Greifeld learned his work ethic
young, washing postal trucks for
nothing at the age of 13. “I washed
more trucks than I care to remember,” Greifeld said. At Iona College,

academic discipline enabled him
to stay above the 3.0 GPA minimum
that was required to secure his
scholarship money.
After graduation, he climbed
the ranks at Burrow’s Corporation
where he was a mainframe computer salesman. “Being promoted in the
line is hard. You go from being part
of the group to being manager of the
group,” Greifeld said. The President
and CEO explained how difficult it
was to terminate an employee he
brought in and acknowledge his
misstep.
One decision that proved positive was the implementation of Nasdaq’s dual listing program, which
allows NYSE-listed companies to
list on the nation’s largest electronic exchange. Charles Schwab & Co.
recently became a Nasdaq client.
Greifeld raised the bar of innovation within the investment community and put competitors on alert.

Greifeld told the audience how
learning to trust people transformed him from being a micromanager from hell to adopting a
“less is more” philosophy, though
he says he is still a demanding
boss.
After the formal interview, audience members were given the opportunity to ask Greifeld questions.
One student asked what the hardest thing has been for him. Greifeld
talked about making immeasurable
sacrifices throughout his life because of his career.
He described himself as someone
who wanted to be at risk. Despite all
his accomplishments at Nasdaq, his
tenure, he says, will be judged on
how the company’s 25 percent stake
in the London Stock Market plays
out. “I really don’t know. . . there is
no clear path,” he said of the purchase, but he wouldn’t let fear stop
him from making a decision that

could lead to the world’s first global
exchange.
He acknowledged he would not
be at Nasdaq forever and explained
that he has done his job as a manager if there are three, four and five
people who want him out so that
they can step in. Building a deep
bench and leaving behind a solid
team will assure there are people to
fill his shoes, he explained.
“A strong desire will trump any
native talent,” Greifeld said in response to a question about what
students needed in order to work for
him.
The series, “Inside the Executive
Suite” is an amazing opportunity for
the school. Derived from the Executives on Campus program, the tapings can be used as a teaching tool
both at Baruch and throughout the
world.
“It allows students to ask questions, highlight Baruch College, and

introduce CEOs to the college in
an unconventional way,” President
Kathleen Waldron said of the series.
During the show, the school
banner hangs proudly in the background. If the series becomes available on the Internet and gets picked
up by distance learning institutions,
hundreds of thousands of people
will see that banner, exposing them
to the world of Baruch.
Baum brought the idea for the
series to Baruch because of the high
regard he developed for Baruch students as an adjunct professor. “They
know there is no room in the world
for playing the victim. They really really want to learn.”
On Nov. 20, Global CEO of PwC,
Sam DiPiazza, will sit for the next
taped interview. Look around campus for advertisements and visit
the executives on campus Web site:
www.baruch.cuny.edu/eoc for further details.

An inside look at smart trading with Dr. Stephen Leeb
BY ARI JAHJA
STAFF WRITER

Last week, I was fortunate
enough to obtain an invaluable opportunity to interview Dr. Stephen
Leeb, President of Leeb Capital
Management and the author of
six books. His latest, The Coming
Economic Collapse: How You Can
Thrive When Oil Costs $200 a Barrel, outlines the biggest challenges
facing the American economy and
the steps individuals and governments can take to forestall them.
Dr. Leeb is also an editor of The
Complete Investor, a prominent
investment newsletter with a subscriber base of more than 60,000
people. Moreover, he is renowned
for finishing among the top stock
pickers in the Wall Street Journal
and Forbes annual contests. Dr.
Leeb received his bachelor’s degree
in economics from the University
of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School
of Business, and then earned his
master’s degree in mathematics
and Ph.D. in psychology from the
University of Illinois. In addition to
his market timing skills and sharp
insights about the economy, he is
recognized on Wall Street for his
contrarian view on oil.
When asked about his stance
regarding the recent decline in
oil prices, Dr. Leeb answered, “I
am still extremely bullish on oil. I
think this is only a temporary setback before prices can shoot up to
as high as $80 sometime next year.
The increasing demand for oil will
be driven by emerging countries
such as China and India. Meanwhile, there are very little signs of
increased supplies in the oil-rich
Middle East.” He noted that the
huge oil discovery in The Gulf of
Mexico will not be realized in the
short-term. The feasibility of adding
it to the current U.S. reserves is still
highly questionable. Overall, he
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Dr. Leeb discusses oil and the economy.
thinks that the supply and demand
balance in the oil industry remains
razor-thin. A colder than expected
U.S. winter, lower gas inventories,
rising Middle East tensions and
OPEC members’ production cuts
are the key factors that can spark a
rebound in oil prices.
From the investment perspective, Dr. Leeb recommends a buy
for the three biggest oil services
companies in the world: Schlumberger (SLB), Baker Hughes (BHI)
and Halliburton (HAL). “They have
excellent fundamentals and yet
their current valuation metrics are
dirt-cheap by historical measures,”
Dr. Leeb explained. “The only time
that they’ve ever been this cheap
[was] back in 1982, when the world
had more than 30 percent excess
capacity; now we only have about
two percent. Regardless of the price
of oil, we are going to need more
of it and find more of it.” According to his analysis, these stocks can
easily beat earnings estimates and
could more than double in prices
within the next 12 to 18 months. In
addition to these oil stocks, he also
recommends investing in alternative energy players such as General
Electric (GE) and FPL Group (FPL).
“Energy is in a long-term uptrend
and students can afford to have a

Sponsors for Educational Opportunity
Corporate Presentation
Come and learn about our career programs and internship opportunities in: Investment Banking, Sales & Trading, Asset Management,
Accounting and more at our partner firms….
Morgan Stanley
Lehman Brothers
Goldman Sachs
Credit Suisse
Deutsche Bank

Thursday, Oct. 26
12:45 – 1:45 p.m.
Room 7-155
Vertical Campus

UBS
Citigroup
Merrill Lynch
JP Morgan
Barclays

Network with program recruiters and alumni.
Apply to the SEO Career Program online at:
www.seo-ny.org

long-term investment horizon,” he
said.
The recent run-up in the stock
market, marked by the Dow smashing through the 12,000 barrier on
Oct. 18, encouraged me to ask
whether this is the start of a new
bull market or just the last gasp
before a renewed bear. Dr. Leeb
replied, “New highs are always significant but before you grow too ecstatic, the gains in the Dow remain
unconfirmed by gains in other
averages. As expected, the highs
keep rolling in these days. The S&P
500 is climbing strongly too, setting new recovery highs each week.
Only time will tell for sure, but the

transports continue to lag behind
the DJIA, and unless they jump to
new highs, we cannot believe a new
long-term bull market has begun.
Instead, we expect a correction will
occur sometime after the election,
most likely triggered by rising commodity prices and geopolitical tensions.”
Speaking about commodities,
Dr. Leeb remarked about the collapse of hedge funds such as Amaranth Advisors and MotherRock, as
it relates to commodity speculation.
He points out that while the future
commodity indices, dominated
by these traders have corrected
themselves, cash commodity pric-

es recently reached their all-time
highs. This says that the industrial
demand for commodities remains
strong and that there is little chance
of an economic recession for at
least another year. Overall, Dr. Leeb
believes that the fundamentals of
global commodity demand will
prevent a sustained bear market in
commodities.
Lastly, Dr. Leeb offered his advice for students who aspire to be
good stock pickers and who want to
be successful in their careers. “The
rule of thumb is simple. Always do
your homework, work hard, learn
to think outside the box and use
common sense.”
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Summer analysts share experinces
BY SHERVAN SEBASTIAN
STAFF WRITER

Last week the Baruch Investment Banking Club held their annual analyst presentation, which
was an informative gathering,
lecture and Q & A covering how
several members of the club have
performed on Wall Street. As in any
business program, an important
barometer of the effectiveness of
the curriculum is how the students
function in the tangible world of
finance and investments. This year
the panel consisted of four current
Baruch students who spent over
90 minutes discussing their positions at various financial institutions, how they were able to obtain
those positions and the jobs they
performed. The panel consisted of
Luis Romero, Mohammed Wann,
Maria Giraldo and Ryan Meltzer,
who between them, interned and
worked at Bank of America, Goldman Sachs, UBS and JPMorgan,
respectively.
The presentation covered many
of the issues that concern and baffle many students who are interested in finance-related jobs such
as security analysis, asset management and investment banking.
One of the most important topics
each speaker mentioned was being able to interview effectively and
knowing how to present your skills
in the best possible light. As Luis
Romero stated, “know yourself
very well and understand yourself.”
They concurred that during the interviewing process it is imperative
that you understand what events
have been occurring in the markets
recently and where the company
you are interviewing with stands
in relation to the firms it directly
competes with. Beyond that, students should also keep in mind the
intricacies of the positions they are
applying for and the trading instruments and terminology that the

BY GLENN GEIS
BUSINESS EDITOR
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Golden Key and The Investment Banking Club host panel discussion on students’ experiencees getting summer internships.
field requires.
Another important piece of advice that the panel unanimously
gave was that students who have
decided they want to get involved
in finance should get involved in
clubs that could display the positive skills they already have, as well
as develop those skills that they do
not. Involvement in programs such
as SEO, Golden Key and many of
the other finance-related clubs at
Baruch give students a head start
and a decisive advantage, as well as
prepare them for the rigors of a job
in the financial market. These clubs
are a great résumé builder and if
possible students should become
involved with these clubs as early
as possible and advance within
the ranks when they can. Giraldo
also encouraged students not to be
inhibited if they have decided to
pursue a financial career later than
most, but to instead be dedicated
and driven to make up for lost time
in order to put themselves in a fa-

vorable position.
Perhaps the most important criteria for a career in finance might
be obtaining a quality internship.
For many students, this will be their
first contact with financial markets
and it is crucial they realize and understand what to look for and how
to apply for these positions. There
are numerous resources at Baruch
for applying for an internship such
as the Career Development Center
and job fairs, but it helps if undergraduates understand before hand
the nuances of these companies in
order to prepare for the internships
they want. For instance according
to Wann, “Goldman emphasizes
why you want to work there,” so
students preparing for a Goldman
Sachs interview should be able to
answer and excel at this question.
Though finance can be a very
lucrative field, it is also an extremely competitive and demanding one. The students on the Investment Banking Club’s panel all

emphasized that 12 hours a day is
generally the minimum and 15-18
hours a day is more along the standard lines. In these arduous positions students have to be mentally
and physically capable, as well as
willing, to make sacrifices such as
working in excess of 100 hours a
week. Meltzer encouraged students
considering entering a job in the
asset management field to understand the rigors of these positions
before committing to a job in that
field and then to evaluate whether
or not they have the determination
and drive to succeed in these positions. As with any career choice,
it is a necessity that you prepare
and invest the time and energy to
researching that field as well as the
possible employers that would suit
your needs. With determination
and perseverance you will hopefully be able to succeed when you
receive an opportunity to showcase
your talents.

A Baruch alumni’s guide to success
BY VLADIMIR NIMCHENKO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What is the key to landing the
job you want? How can I stay on top
of the highly competitive business
world in the 21st century? These
are just a few of the questions answered by financial advisor Fitzgerald Miller of Merrill Lynch.
Miller graduated from Baruch
College in 1991 and started his career in public accounting. He then
went on to work for JPMorgan as
a manager of a risk management
team; some of his assignments included trips to Europe. Miller attributes his success to various factors,
which include networking, presentation skills and a strong résumé.
He discussed how these three factors can be integrated to give you a
chance at securing a job in the most
prestigious firms in the country.
According to Miller, networking
is vital in the world of business. He
states that networking means being
able to interact with people, while
giving and taking information that
will help to upgrade your career.
A whole chain can be formed by
knowing a person who can introduce you to someone else that

Aerospace
CEO teaches
leadership
seminar

can help you to move your career
along. In Millers’ view, “a network
is like a computer, when one wire
goes down the whole system shuts
down.” By this, Miller meant that
simply knowing the person is not
enough, you must communicate
with them in a way that is beneficial to both sides in order to keep
the network alive.
Another important factor in
landing a prestigious job is being
able to properly present yourself.
Miller put a great emphasis on
discovering your talents and then
pointing them out in an articulate
way during an interview. You must
always put forth your strong points;
the points that separate you from
the rest. You are like a product and
the goal is to sell yourself to the
customer, in this case, your potential boss.
Miller made some interesting
suggestions about creating the perfect résumé. A résumé must contain
sophisticated and resonant words
such as “strong’’ or “proficient in.”
Miller explained that by using these
words you demonstrate your level
of intellectualism. It is also very
important to state as many positive aspects as you can about yourself. For example, consider which
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Fitzgerald Miller discusses his ascent in the business world.
sounds better; “I possess great auxiliary skills” or “I am a good reader.”
The first one is more specific and
convinces your recruiter that you
are smart and job oriented.
Miller attributed his corporate
success to motivation. Upon asking
Miller about the major contributing factors to his success, Miller answered, “everyone comes into a situation, but they’re not motivated,
you have to find out what motivates
you.’’ Miller exemplifies the corpo-

rate wisdom that you don’t have to
throw out thousands of dollars on
an Ivy League business school to
end up at the top. I learned that it
is not how much you study but how
effectively you can implement what
you already know in the real world.
Miller conveys this message with
the right mindset, strategy and the
motivation that we can all climb to
the top of the ladder of success!

President and CEO of Loral
Space and Communications, Eric
Zahler, spoke at Zicklin’s Graduate Leadership Speaker Series on
Wednesday with some worthy advice for students. Zahler, who was
a partner for a law firm for many
years, decided that becoming a
CEO was more his style. Even as
a partner in the law firm, he had
business on his mind, he said
while speaking about his career
change. Through this life-changing experience Zahler was able
to learn a lot from his company,
Loral Space, about leadership including what to and not to do. Loral Space and Communications
is a technology company that
specializes in the manufacturing
of satellites and satellite based
services.
A main focus during the seminar was the importance of the decision making process and how
a leader needs to face many feats
during that process. He praised
Loral for reducing costs by leaving out the “middle-man” in the
decision making process and attributed it to Loral’s success. The
Harvard Law School graduate
outlined three main objectives
for high-quality decisions: create
and communicate a believable
road to an attractive future, create and foster an environment for
advocacy and encourage risk-taking. Adamant about these conditions, Zahler said that the leader
then must bare the burden of
making the decision. It’s not always easy to make decisions, especially when the consequences
are great. The consequences are
one of the most stressful parts of
being a leader.
Being a leader, according to
Zahler, also means that you are
a role model for the people that
you are leading. He emphasized
that two traits are imperative in
becoming a leader; acting in a
manner that earns respect from
everyone inside and outside the
job and putting yourself in other
person’s shoes, so you can understand the motivations of the
“other side.” Since you’re just like
everyone else and anyone can
become a leader suggests Zahler,
you must adopt the unique roles
and responsibilities of being a
leader. However, these roles and
responsibilities aren’t always
pleasant. “Failure need not be
fatal,” stated Zahler after speaking about his company going into
bankruptcy, but managed to get
out of it and back on top, as a great
leader would. You can learn a lot
through failure, especially understanding the mistakes not to
make again.
The CEO’s speech was convincing, energetic and will be
available on Baruch’s website in
the coming week. The series was
the first of three leaders to speak
at events that happen through
November. The president of Institutional Investor, Christopher
Brown, will be speaking on Nov. 1
starting at 8:00 a.m.

Sony’s new 2 GB Walkman to compete with iPod Nano
VLADIMIR NIMCHENKO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

WWW.MOBILEWHACK.COM

Walkman to be available at year end.

Have you been wondering about
the latest gizmo in music technology? Well, wonder no more because
Sony’s new Walkman portable is
here! This new gadget will commence in Japan and will be available in Europe and the U.S. by the
end of this year. The Japanese electronics corporation’s new Walkman

will provide competition for the latest fad in the music player industry,
Apple’s iPod.
This new portable Walkman has
features that the iPod does not have.
Some of the new features include the
ability to upload music from a compact disk and a noise canceler for
better sound quality. The Walkman
can also play music for three hours
with only a three minute charge!
Catch your breath and get ready for

this; you will not need a computer
for uploading music! That’s right,
Sony can be connected directly into
a device that can be connected to a
CD player by a cord. The Walkman
can also be plugged into Sony’s Net
Juke home-stereo system.
Upon its release, the Portable
Walkman will cost $240, about the
same price as the top Nano model,
but with half the memory! To regain
the dominance on the music player

market, which it had for 27 years
with the Walkman cassette players,
Sony faces a fierce battle. Apple’s
iPod dominates the global market
of music digital players. Apple’s
iPod accounts for 75 percent of U.S.
retail sales in the second quarter,
opposed to just 10 percent of U.S.
retail sales made by Sony. Will Apple’s iPod continue it’s reign as the
top digital music player on the market? All we can do is wonder!
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Arts

FILMS TO WATCH
THIS WEEK:

Opening Oct. 27
Catch a Fire (Wide)
Saw III (Wide)

Babel (Limited)
Shut Up and Sing (Limited)

Friday,
October 27

Saturday,
October 28

WHAT TO DO THIS WEEK FOR FREE ...
OR PRETTY DARN CHEAP

BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

Monday,
October 23

Tuesday,
October 24

What: Museum Lecture:
Fashion and Textile History
Gallery: The Tailor’s Art
Where: The Museum at
FIT (7th Ave. & 27th St.)
Cost: $10 (6:00-7:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-217-5800

What: Museum Exhibition:
Domenico Tiepolo (17271804): A New Testament
(now until Jan. 7)
Where: The Frick
Collection (1 E. 70th St)
Cost: $5 (with student ID)
For more info:
212-288-0700

What: Music Concert: Live
jazz daily in Harlem’s only
jazz day club: EZ’s Woodshed
Where: EZ’s Woodshed up in
Big Apple Jazz (2236 Adam
Clayton Powell Jr. Blvd.)
Cost: No cover charge
(2:00-8:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-283-5299

What: Music Concert:
featuring Ryan
Star (pop rock)
Where: Bowery Ballroom
(6 Delancey St.)
Cost: $20 in advance, $22
at the door (8:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-260-4700

What: Museum Exhibition:
Tropicalia: A Revolution
in Brazilian Culture
Where: The Bronx
Museum of the Arts (1040
Grand Concourse)
Cost: Free (with student ID)
For more info:
718-681-6000

What: Museum Exhibition:
Americans in Paris, 18601900 (now until Jan. 28)
Where: The Metropolitan
Museum of Art (5th
Ave. and 82nd St.)
Cost: Free (with student ID)
For more info:
212-879-5500

Wednesday,
October 25

Thursday,
October 26

What: Museum Exhibition:
Coaxing the Spirits to
Dance: Art of the Papuan
Gulf (now until Sept. 3)
Where: The Metropolitan
Museum of Art (5th
Ave. and 82nd St.)
Cost: Free (with student ID)
For more info:
212-879-5500

What: Theater:
The Real Thing
Where: American
Academy of Dramatic
Arts (120 Madison Ave.)
Cost: Free/call for
reservations (7:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-453-5340

What: Comedy: Improv
Comedy Halloween
Spooktacular
Where: National Comedy
Theatre (347 W. 36th St.)
Cost: $15 (7:30 p.m.
and 9:45 p.m.)
For more info:
212-629-5202

What: Music Concert:
featuring The Ark (indie rock)
Where: Bowery Ballroom
(6 Delancey St.)
Cost: $16 in advance, $18
at the door (7:30 p.m.)
For more info:
212-260-4700

What: Music Concert:
featuring Spank
Rock (hip hop)
Where: Bowery Ballroom
(6 Delancey St.)
Cost: $15 in advance, $18
at the door (8:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-260-4700

What: Club: Censored
Fridays featuring DJ Big
Ben (old school/hip
hop/house/latin)
Where: Canal Room
(285 W. Broadway)
Cost: $10 at the door
(11:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-941-8100

What: Music Concert:
featuring Omar (soul/r&b)
Where: Canal Room
(285 W. Broadway)
Cost: $20 in advance, $30
at the door (8:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-941-8100

What: Music Concert:
featuring DJ Rekha
(Bollywood disco)
Where: Canal Room
(285 W. Broadway)
Cost: $12 at the
door (9:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-941-8100

What: Music Concert:
featuring Love is
All (indie rock)
Where: Knitting Factory
(74 Leonard St.)
Cost: $13 (7:30 p.m.
and 11:30 p.m.)
For more info:
212-219-3132

What: Music Concert:
featuring Booga Sugar
(dance)
Where: Canal Room
(285 W. Broadway)
Cost: $15 (9:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-941-8100
What: Theater: The
Cleric by Tim Marks
Where: Mind the Gap
Theater (59 E. 59th St.)
Cost: $25 (7:30 p.m.)
For more info:
212-279-4200
What: Museum
Exhibition: Alex Katz
Paints Ada (now
until March 18)
Where: The
Jewish Museum
(1109 5th Ave.)
Cost: $7.50 (with
student ID)
For more info:
212-423-3200

Sunday,
October 29
What: Museum
Exhibition: Brice Marden:
A Retrospective of
Paintings and Drawings
(now until Jan. 15)
Where: MoMa (11
W. 53rd St.)
Cost: Free (with student ID)
For more info:
212-708-9400
What: Event: Wonderween
Where: Sony Wonder
Technology Lab (56th St.
and Madison Ave.)
Cost: Free (12:004:00 p.m.)
For more info:
212-833-7858
What: Event: The
Witches Ball 2006
Where: The Delancey/
Charmed by Starr
(168 Delancey St.)
Cost: $20 in advance, $25
at the door (proceeds go
to the Avon Foundation)
For more info:
917-378-5012

Arts on tenth: an ecclectic mix of free art and wine
BY ADRIENNE RAYSKI AND
JACQUELINE CHANCER
STAFF WRITERS

It’s no secret that New York City
is brimming with great art exhibitions, galleries and events, but were
you aware that on any given night
of the week, the area around the
mid 20s and 10th Avenue hold a
selection of free openings (and free
wine!) to check out — all within the
same block? Here’s what we ran
into last week:
CLAMPART “MONKEY PORTRAITS
BY JILL GREENBERG”
521-31 W. 25 St.
Running until Nov. 11
Jill Greenberg, celebrity photographer, spent some time with an
unusual array of primate subjects.
The outcome emerged in book format, titled Monkey Portraits, which
was published this past September.
The photos are outrageous, humorous, and, to quote an exhibition
enthusiast, “if they don’t make you
believe in evolution, there’s something wrong with you.”
Greenberg has managed to capture the most humanistic qualities of a wide variety of monkey
species. The exhibition itself is
small and features a limited collection of photos from the book;
however, they are worth seeing in
large print as the characteristics
of each monkey are highlighted to
the fullest extent, almost becoming
3D. Greenberg said that she spent
“about an hour or more with each
monkey, depending on how cooperative the animal was.” Pointing to
a particularly comical portrait of a
squirrel monkey named Bamboo,
she noted, “That little one was not
cooperative.”
DANESE “BRYANT HUNT: FLUME”
535 W. 24 ST.
Running until Nov. 11
Bryan Hunt’s artistry is still up
and coming, but definitely worth
taking notice of. His thick, cast aluminum sculptures have been getting much recognition in the art
world due to their odd, animalistic
shapes engrained with meticulous

contours. This exhibition takes full
advantage of articulate lighting,
which shows off the grandiosity of
Hunt’s sculptures. His drawings are
even more in depth, and are moreinteresting to view in comparison to
the actual sculpture. Hunt also has
several smaller pieces on exhibit,
including a green glass sculpture in
the shape of two clams that sit facing one another. The formation is
almost sexual, where the endpoints
of the clams meet to form a perfect
suction. Even if you are not one for
sculptures, Hunt’s designs are certainly interesting to view.

The photos are
outrageous, humorous,
and, to quote an
exhibition enthusiast,
“if they don’t make you
believe in evolution,
there’s something
wrong with you.”

GEORGE BILLIS GALLERY “JIM MCSHEA”
511 W. 25 St.
Running until Nov. 11
Uniform chaos would be the
best way to describe Jim McShea’s
new math-friendly exhibit. If you
enjoyed last season’s Obsessive
Art exhibit displayed at the Folk
Art Museum, you’ll love McShea’s
tediously calculated approach. Although much of the artwork is meticulously planned out with a ruler,
McShea’s fluid brushstrokes make
the outcome of any particular image subject to chance.
As with life, there are various
constraints that limit us. There are
also universal experiences, but ultimately, within these boundaries,
room for endless possibilities. If
you look past the initial monotony
of the seemingly elementary black
and white paintings and delve
deeper, most viewers will be both
surprised and pleased to find a
visually intriguing, and mentally
stimulating piece of art in McShea’s
work.
GEORGE BILLIS GALLERY
“NICHOLAS EVANS-CATO”
511 W. 25 St.
Running until Nov. 11
Dorothy’s
famous
words,
“there’s no place like home,” transcends the concept of home to New
Yorkers, as the big city. But New
York — the real New York — the
one we see everyday while walking
to the newsstand or to the train; the
nitty-gritty city we know and love,
is not often realistically depicted in

PHOTO I DANESE

PORTRAITS I JILL GREENBERG, BULFINCH PRESS

New innovative artwork entices viewers at the “Monkey Portraits by Jill Greenberg” exhibit.
modern art. Sure, the iconic paintings and photographs that portray
a highly theatrical image of New
York come to mind, but in my experience, nothing compares to the
cityscape paintings of Nicholas

Evans-Cato. His sketches are done
in the mindset of an urban planner, but his paintings show off the
hand of an impressionist. His hazy
images of the New York skyline are
reminiscent of early morning views

from a privileged window.
For many, Evans-Cato’s paintings may reaffirm the reasons why
we love this city and continue to
live here despite its obvious madness.
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MOVIE REVIEW

Graphic and gory Beginning to Chainsaw Massacre
BY GINA ALIOTO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Once again, audiences across
the country get to take a peek inside
the home of the bizarre family that
brought about the Texas Chainsaw
Massacre. But this time, the format
of the film is a prequel to the horror
story. The Beginning, is by far the
most graphic and gory film I have
ever seen.
Right from the start, we learn
the reason for Leatherface’s insanity and the madness behind his killing spree. The Beginning preserves
that classic horror film aura, yet,

it has a modern day level of blood
and guts that go beyond your wildest nightmares.
While at times I had to cover
my eyes because of the ridiculous
amount of gore, I continued watching through the spaces of my fingers, eager to see what would happen next.
It was a nice surprise to find
myself laughing at comedic lines,
but at the same time, this comic
relief made the scary parts more
frightening. One would think that
I would find comfort in meeting
some of the actors and the film’s
director, but to be honest, the only
way I made it through the film is by

LEFT OF THE DIAL
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Explict scenes of violence define The Beginning.
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TV on the Radio Returns
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Music is No Game for The Roots

BY LAUREN LOEFFEL

BY MARK EMMANUEL ONYENYILI

COPY CHIEF

ADVERTISING MANAGER

There are many bands that circulate in the underground music
scene for years but never get that
big label backing that can catapult
them to superstardom. TV on the
Radio has been fortunate enough
to become one of those ‘on the
rise’ bands with their new CD Return to Cookie Mountain which is
backed by Interscope. With the
release of their third album, TV on
the Radio sets themselves aside
with a record that is an anomaly
of sorts: how can one song derive
its sound from hip hop while the
next is a desperate love ballad.
Who knows, but TV on the Radio
succeeds at whatever they are trying to do.
Since their sophomore album
Desperate Youth, Blood Thirsty
Babes, the band has taken a rest
from the drum machine that
dominated many of their tracks
and has brought on Jaleel Bunton as drummer. Bunton’s style
has brought a new eclectic sound
to TVOTR, which is both unexpected but welcomed, especially
on the jazz-infused track “Things
You Can Do.”
Singer Tunde Adebimpe’s
voice still has all the power, range
and melody as it always had, but
explores his talents to their fullest capacity on Cookie. He still
has the ability to be one of those
voices that repeats in your head
long after you press stop.
The album begins with the
track “I Was a Lover,” a futuristic
love song that pays tribute to the
sound of their early work, with
disconnected brass instruments
playing the tune. One of the more
mellow songs, “Province,” is a
prime example of the exploration
of sound that TVOTR has adapted. If you listen closely you can
hear a David Bowie cameo, who
has made public his admiration
of the band’s work.
Return to Cookie Mountain has
truly marked a new point in the
band’s career. Sometimes when a
band has new members and subsequently a different sound, the
result is not always as remarkable
as TV on the Radio’s. But with this
record, they haven’t just attempted to stand apart from the genre
of ‘indie music’; they have finally
made it, all in a category of their
own.

Is anyone evaluating Jay-Z’s
current tenure as CEO of DefJam? With the quality of artists
he has succeeded in luring to
his record label, he just might
go down as one of the greatest
chief executives in the music industry.
A perfect example is The
Roots. After their 1999 surprise
success Things Fall Apart, The
Roots’ two succeeding albums
haven’t exactly lived up to the
hype. But Game Theory just cemented their status as one of the
true classes of “real hip-hop.”
The rock influence of Phrenology is gone, the mainstream-pop
concessions of The Tipping Point
are nonexistent and back are
the unpolished, honest, soulful
rhymes that inspire.
This album marks a true return to authenticity both lyrically and musically. Black Thought
grips the mic and delivers a wellcrafted street level sociology that
appropriates the unease of our
times without sacrificing the
polished energy that true hiphop delivers. With ?uestlove’s
expeditious drums blaring,
Thought spits out his frustrations, struggles and problems of
our generation, while painting a
stark picture of a nation in declension.
“In The Music” hits with a
somewhat surprising return of
Malik B, who hasn’t lost his touch
with the lyrics; “Them young
triggers lose lives by the minute
there/It might start but the fight
never finish there/They all f**ked
up tryin’ to get the gingerbread/
A few stacks be the price for a
nigga’s head/Cops and robbers,
cowboys and Indians/Clips and
revolvers and George’s and Benjamin’s/A celebration of the loss
of your innocence.” The textured
nature of the production work is
evidenced by tracks like “Here
I come,” while “False Media,”
“Don’t Feel Right” and “Livin’ in
a New World” strike a chord as
they all deal with real issues.
Game Theory pushes boundaries, with a relentless tenacity
that commands attention. The
Roots capture the true essence
of the artistic freedom prevalent
in hip-hop to perfection.

reminding myself that it was just a
movie.
The interviews left me with a
slightly different attitude. Meeting
with actresses Jordana Brewster
(Chrisse) and Diora Baird (Bailey)
gave me insight into the making
of the movie. They described the
challenges of forcing themselves
to scream and adapting to the
physically distressing situations
their characters faced.
Even though the women saw
first-hand how the scenes were
produced and that the blood was
only chocolate sauce, they were
still perturbed by the film set in
the “haunted” house.In hearing

Brewster admit that she would not
work on another horror film and
Baird has no intentions of watching the finished version of The
Beginning, this only accentuated
how scary the eerie storyline is.
They both said that Andrew Bryniarski (Leatherface) remains in
character even when the director
isn’t shooting.
Director Jonathan Liebesman
describes Bryniarski as an odd fellow, which made him the perfect
choice for the casting of Leatherface.
Looking beyond the chopping
of body parts, torture and screaming, the film is quite artistic. I men-

tioned to Liebesman that when
Leatherface peels off Eric’s (Matt
Bomer) face and puts it on himself as a mask for the first time,
the camera angle comes from the
inside of the detached face, which
is quite clever. The director explained that this particular scene
was inspired by Star Wars and
Darth Vader’s first experience with
his mask and the power associated
with it.
Any viewer of The Beginning
will pick up on such carefully constructed scenes throughout the
film that allow you to see the world
from the character’s deranged
points of view.
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Bang! boom! broom! See STOMP soon!
BY STACEY KOROLKOVA
STAFF WRITER

Brooms, trashcans, garbage
bags, a kitchen sink. No, these
items don’t just make up a janitor’s
closet. These are the props and instruments that form the basis of
STOMP, which is a cornucopia of
sound, movement and light.
The show begins with a melody
created by simple clapping. It continues into harmonies of pipes, tap
dancing with sand and simulated
urinating through sinks chained
around the performers’ necks. The
unbelievable rhythm and flow that
they create reverberates throughout the entire theater.
It is the fact that the cast uses
the most undistinguished resources in performing that makes this
show exceptional. The equipment
includes everything from playing
cards to chairs to garbage bins.
However, the most valuable assets
have to be the performers, who are
built, flexible and coordinated.
The show’s sound increases as
the lights dim and members of the
cast scurry up the walls to reach
the “drums,” which are trash bins,
wheels and tires.

The Orpheum Theater becomes
immersed in a tribal, almost scifi beat, as the performers defy the
laws of gravity and fly through the
air together, jumping, pounding
and stomping away.
The skill of the cast members
reaches far beyond their ability
to flow in synch or create musical
composition with paper cups and
plastic bags. Without any sort of dialogue or an explicit storyline, the
cast is still able to exhibit personalities and form relationships with
other performers.
The cast has a variety of characters who all in their own unique
way, bring something to the show.
The cast has a group leader, who
is slow to suppress his indignation
over the audience’s lack of coordination.
The audience engages in the act
too, although they are limited to
claps and stomps. There’s the “junior” janitor, ostracized by the rest
of the cast for his lack of skill. And
who could forget the diesel bodybuilder-type who flutters away with
wings of newspaper?
The characters display an entire
spectrum of emotions and characteristics: shyness, confidence, overconfidence and uncertainty, all en-

Club act draws
unenthused
crowd
BY TAMARA FAZYLOVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I often wonder
how many people
go to clubs expecting to be blown
away by the performers. Any given
Friday night in
New York can turn
you into a critic of
the latest up-andcoming performers. On Friday Oct. 13, a group of friends ventured
into The Bitter End, a club in Greenwich Village, to
hear Morgan Clamp, a James Blunt “wannabe,” belt
it out on stage.
These types of acts always leave me wondering what people expect to hear. Do they want to
find “the next big thing,” or in reality, are they too
smashed and exhausted to care about the music?
After all, most people venture into the intimate
atmosphere of clubs not just to enjoy the unique
sounds, but more so to catch up with friends.
Morgan Clamps’ band was more than decent
despite the crowd’s rowdy behavior. It was almost
like they expected their heart wrenching lyrics and
soulful music to be disrupted by a noisy crowd. It
was alarming how a band that was singing about
the trials and tribulations of adolescence and
adulthood could perform in a club like The Bitter
End.
The music lends itself to an atmosphere of
peaceful reflection that most people find in a dark
bedroom,that creates a place of safe surrender. It is
the venue, not the music, that seems to take some
of that effect away.
Morgan Clamp really could be the next James
Blunt, but the club scene doesn’t suit his style of
music or his mission to gain a fan base. Nevertheless, Morgan Clamp represents years of perseverance, starting in small clubs and bars in Queens.
He has come a long way to attract an audience
to his one-hour showcase. But the band still has
a long way to go. It’s hard to see what would set
Morgan Clamp and his band apart from the many
struggling garage bands playing all over the city.
While everything seems to work together, there is
nothing that really screams “potential star.”
Morgan Clamp seems to be missing the sparks.
He’s lacking James Blunt’s sexy lyrics and provocative music, and to break into the industry a band
must have something that sets it apart.
Hopefully, these years of experience will help
Morgan Clamp and his band evolve into something
more than a one-hour segment during someone’s
Friday night.

The Bitter End
147 Bleecker Street
(between Thompson and
LaGuardia)
Admission: $7
Two drink minimum

WWW.PERFORMINGARTS.UFL.EDU

Actors use garbage can lids as drums in STOMP.
closed by a sense of true teamwork.
But you better believe this is serious
business; the actors gave attitude to
audience members that showed up
late.
STOMP began in 1991 in Eng-

land, by Luke Creswell and Steve
McNichollas, who are two professional buskers. The practice of busking — street performances that
gained public attention through
music and movement — goes back

to the Middle Ages in the U.K. In
1994, the British cast came to the
Orpheum Theater. The U.S. cast took
over later that year and has received
positive reviews all over the country.
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Ad competition lacks reputation at Baruch
then, in the spring, write a 34-page
marketing plan, which includes
results from real surveys, focus
groups and a media plan.
Throughout the year-long class,
Cano, Drakhlis and other students
will research and create an entire
strategic campaign to promote
Coca Cola.This year, Baruch has
been selected to host the district
2 school presentation, including
Pace, the School of Visual Arts and
the Fashion Institute of Technology. The competition will take place
next May.
JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

Students of MKT 5150 discuss the advertising competition.
BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
LEISURE EDITOR

“You are a real advertising agency. This is as real as it gets,” said
Juan D. Cano, referring to his participation in the National Student
Advertising Competition hosted by
the American Advertising Federation (AAF) this year.
Last year, Juan D. Cano and Edward Drakhlis represented Baruch
in the National Student Advertising Competition (NSAC), hosted by
the AAF. They competed against 15
other colleges before winning best
marketing campaign for their promotion of a company called Postal
Vault. At the competition last May,
they presented their marketing
plan to regional judges and took
sixth place out of 15 schools that
participated.
The AAF, the largest advertising
organization in the U.S., selects a
corporation to promote every year.

This year they have selected the
Coca-Cola Company and assigned
a $15 million imaginary budget,
which students will use to figure
out expense totals to fund the marketing campaign. The competition
is judged by the Education Services
of the AAF Academic Committee,
which includes a group of advertising professionals.
How NSAC works
NSAC is a national competition
that takes place at colleges across
the country. The corporate sponsor
provides a case study of the history
of its product and current advertising campaigns. Students must
research the product and develop
a marketing strategy on how to effectively market the product on a
limited budget.
In order to participate in NSAC,
students need to take the year-long
marketing course, MKT 5150. In
the fall semester, students will do
extensive preliminary research and

Juan Cano’s Story
Cano got involved in the competition in fall 2005 when he took
MKT 4530 with Professor Coyle.
When he signed up for the class he
was unaware it was based on ayearlong competition. “The school and
Marketing Department did not really seem to support this class or
the competition. My teammates
and I felt alone, even though we
were ultimately competing against
other nationwide schools and representing Baruch. We spent our
money printing posters, materials
and producing a radio commercial
at WBMB. The worst part was that
nobody knew about this. According
to the judges, our creative strategy,
PR and promotions were top tier
but our research and evaluation
needed more work,” Cano said.
At the competition, other students had well-prepared presentations because they received support from their colleges. This year,
the marketing course for the competition, MKT 5150 (Advertising

DigitalLife Expo brings out the techies
BY JOHN LEE
STAFF WRITER

Imagine a place where you
could try the latest video games
and check out the newest electronic gadgets. The DigitalLife expo
at the Jacob Javits Center offered
that very opportunity from Oct. 1215. Now in its third year, the expo
has been increasing the amount
of vendors eshowcasing enticing
electronics, videogames and technology all designed to enhance the
average consumer’s life.
Filled with gamers, geeks and
an increasing number of girls, the
event showed the hot must-have
items for the upcoming holidays.
The competition for the attention of
viewers was fierce. Many vendors
offered goodies such as free t-shirts
and pens just to lure visitors to their
booths.
Toshiba had a contest called
‘Mobile or No Mobile’ that played
like the game show Deal or No Deal
with briefcases containing various
amounts of money or a new Toshiba laptop. Almost all the booths
had a contest or event that offered
a small prize in exchange for the
customer’s e-mail address or a
completed survey.
The Sony Playstation 2 system
demoed numerous video games
including the much-awaited role
playing game Final Fantasy XII,
which took three years to make.
Sony Playstation also had plasma
screens featuring interactive games
such as Guitar Hero II, which is
played with a simplified version
of a real guitar and microphones
for American Idol, a karaoke game
based on the hit show.
Nintendo’s newest system, the
Wii, was also featured with a gimmicky controller to increase game
interaction. The device looked like
a TV remote control but could also

Campaigns), is taught by Professor
Heath. Cano is competing again.
He feels that Heath is an excellent
professor with many years of industry experience. “We are lucky to
have him on our side,” he said.
Cano said the main problem is
the class is not financially supported by the Marketing Department.
In addition, many students who
register do not know it is year-long
or that it focuses on the competition. The Marketing Department
and Registrar have failed to inform
students of the commitment it requires. “Half of these students are
graduating in December and will
not be part of the class in February, making our team weak,” Cano
stated. “The entire class is a project
and a few students have trouble
grasping this. It’s probably the biggest group project offered at Baruch — even bigger than BPL 5100,”
he said.
How the Marketing Department is helping
In a phone interview, MyungSoo Lee, who was appointed Head
of the Marketing and International
Business Department in July, said
the department is dedicated to
supporting the students participating in the competition this year.
The department has allocated a
research budget of $2,000 to assist students with market research.
They are also funding membership
dues for all members of the Baruch
City Advertising Club (BCAS). Right
now, curriculum states that MKT
5150 is the only requirement for
the project, but twould a new class
called Advertising 1, will soon be a

BY TOM CROCKETT

Gamers checking out the newest hardware.
respond to movements of the wrist.
Not to be outdone, Microsoft
had multiple widescreen TVs by
the entrance of the expo displaying Xbox 360 games, which had
sharp detailed graphics and made
the PS2 look outdated. Next to Microsoft was Sony, with their newest Playstation 3 system, which
is not yet available in the U.S. The
graphics for the PS3 and the Xbox
360 seemed comparable, but it
will be the quality and quantity of
the games that will be the ultimate
deciding factor for which company
will reign supreme in the game
console wars.
With first person shooter video
games like CounterStrike, Halo
II and F.E.A.R. being networked,
multiple tournaments were also
taking place and teams of gamers
were slugging away at computer
screens in dimly lit areas to compete for prizes as high as $25,000. It
was odd to watch the young players
intensely trading fire and virtually
hunting each other while unaware
of the cameras and spectators surrounding them.
Besides gaming, various companies also displayed their newest tech gear and gadgets such
as accessories for the iPod, wire-
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less earphones, laptops, MP3 and
video players, camera phones and
increasingly powerful digital cameras. Many of the gadgets were
from Sony, which had a major area
on the show floor. All the electronics were available for attendees
to touch and tryout and few were
available for sale.
Overall, the bulk of the expo
contained more games than gadgets, and any gamer attending
must have been in heaven. However, anyone would have enjoyed
the new tech toys available and
perhaps found something to look
forward to for the holiday shopping
season.

How to get involved with NSAC
In order to be a part of the competition, students must register for
MKT 5150, and become a member
of the college chapter of the AAF,
which is BCAS. The club’s goal is to
become Baruch’s official studentrun advertising agency. This semester they have lent their creative
services to clubs and organizations
including The Ticker, PorColombia, Encounters, USG and Shop of
Style.
“One way for freshmen and
sophomores to get involved in advertising since they can’t take upper-level classes [like MKT 5150], is
to gain experience by interning or
getting involved with student clubs
like BCAS, American Marketing Association (AMA) and Baruch Toastmasters,” Cano stated.
For more information on NSAC
please e-mail Juan Cano at juan.
d.cano@gmail.com.

Study abroad
options growing
STAFF WRITER

JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

requirement too. The department
is also working with the Registrar to
begin screening students who register for the course.
Lee acknowledged that last
year there was some disorganization and lack of assistance from the
department. However, this year he
says they will be supporting students’ efforts. The department is
also working hard to promote this
class in a more efficient way. “Placing students in the advertising field
is our top priority. This two-semester advertising course will equip
students with experience they will
use in the real world,” he said.

Ever wonder what it would be
like to visit another country and
learn a new language? Visit the
foreign language department and
see how easy it is to fulfill this fantasy. Baruch offers many programs
to students if they wish to study
abroad. Stay in historic Spain, live
among the people in Italy or learn
the culture in Japan. Baruch sends
over 100 students each year all
around the world — a great way to
make new friends and learn.
There are three types of study
abroad programs available to Baruch students. The exchange program is a partnership between
Baruch and other universities
where students pay for school but
all amenities are taken care of.
The next program available offers
students a list of recommended
universities, which Baruch has
worked with in the past. If the
country or city that students want
is not listed, they have the option
to petition for a program in that
city. The final program is handled
via direct contact with the foreign
university.
Since Baruch is a commuter
school, it is often very difficult for
students to get away from work and
school for a long period of time.
Therefore, Baruch offers monthlong programs worth three to four
credits during the summer and
winter months. These intercessions make it more convenient for
students to get some time off from
their busy schedules. For those
who do have the time, they can

travel abroad for a whole semester
in the country of their choice.
Many students have visited
countries other than the ones that
they are studying in while abroad.
Nicholas DeSanto, a sophomore,
traveled to several other countries
around Europe while studying in
Italy. He visited Spain, England
and Germany among others. Students can either travel by train or
fly, which is relatively cheap within
Europe. The Web site www.ryanair.
com can help students find cheap
round trip flights for under 60 euro
to other European countries.
Vladimir Rizikov, a senior, put
it simply by saying, “[Studying
abroad] is fun. It’s cool.” Rizikov
stayed in Japan and just like DeSanto hopes to go again because
he loved the experience.
Students agree that one of the
best parts about studying abroad
is the friendships formed with
people from other countries. Students are always welcomed back,
and are often invited to stay with
friends upon returning. Justine
Vella, a junior, was more than
delighted to see her friend from
Italy when he came to New York
on business. They were able to go
out to dinner and chat about new
events in their lives since they
last met. Vella and many other
exchange students were asked to
come back to countries they have
visited and hope to do so again
before they graduate. Stop by the
Foreign Language Department,
located in the VC in room 6-280,
and discover the world that’s waiting for you.
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Hot deals for
students
BY ROB REALE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Here are some great values—
some student-related, some not,
available on campus and around
town.
1. Starbucks Coffee (VC 2nd
floor) Grande hot/iced coffee is
$1.70/$2.10. When was the last
time you paid less than $2 for anything at Starbucks? Make no mistake, this is my favorite Starbucks
ever, with amazing service and
the best coffee, they just had to be
No.1 on my list of great deals.
2. Discount AMC Movie Tickets
(VC 2-241) Gold tickets for $7.50
and silver tickets for $6.50 get you
into AMC movies. To get these
tickets the movie has to be open
for two weeks. Oh, and there is a
$1 surcharge if you use the ticket
in Manhattan.
3. Cheap Laughs Comic Strip
Live Discount Tickets (VC 2-241)
$10 at Air Baruch (www.getrave.
com). Apparently, if you join
the “New York Boyz of Comedy”
group on Facebook.com, Max
May will send you a free invite to
the next show.
4. Free Legal Help Free lawyer
consultations (VC 2-210) on Tuesdays (general law) and Thursdays
(immigration law). Free notary
public service (VC 3-241, call 646312-4752 for appointment.) Also,
try any Commerce Bank, as they
are free and you do not have to be
a member.
5. Baruch Mailing and Copies
(50 Lexington Ave, btw. 24 & 25
Sts.) 5 cent copies. The shocker:
the copiers actually work.
6. Kanter Stationers (160 E. 23rd
St.) offers student discounts: 15
percent off for a cash purchase
and 10 percent off for credit/debit
purchases with student ID. Kanter is an old fashioned, yet very
hip office and stationery supply
store.
7. Dramatics NYC (158 E. 23rd
St) gives free haircuts on Monday
mornings.
8. Norton Antivirus at the CUNY
e-mall (www.cuny.edu) is free to
students.
9. Apple Computer (www.apple.
com) has an educational sales
Web site. Buyer beware: Amazon.
com regularly has cheaper prices
on computers, with no sales tax or
shipping. Although Amazon.com
charges full price on accessories,
the savings with free sales tax and
shipping will probably exceed your
student discount. Apple seems to
have removed the lackluster $20
discount with the introduction of
the latest generation of iPods.
10. Pepsi 20 oz. is $1.18 at the
Baruch Bookstore. (Compared to
the vending machines, that’s buy
seven get one free!) Though the
17 cents you save over the food
service and vending machines
isn’t much, it is the principle. Colleges are not supposed to regard
food service as a profit center. And
while I’m at it, shouldn’t a college
provide brain food as opposed to
food that rots your teeth?
Special note about Dell “student discounts”: In preparing this
article, I compared Dell student
discount prices to regular user
pricing. I did three price comparisons and Dell manipulated the
shipping prices to cause student
prices to be higher two out of three
times. Including shipping, here
are the comparisons:
A Dimension E520 desktop
computer was $58 cheaper for students.
An Inspiron B130 notebook
computer was $10 more for students.
A 24-inch widescreen monitor
was $35.15 more for students.
Buyer beware: Check the item
and shipping prices before buying,
and consider giving your business
to a more ethical company.
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Subway advertising: offensive,
creepy and here to stay
BY SHERRY MAZZOCCHI
STAFF WRITER

Public Storage’s subway ads apparently offended Queens Councilman Eric Gioia. According to The
New York Post, Gioia said, “the idea
of a storage unit [being] the only
reason to leave Manhattan is narrow-minded and inaccurate.”
Of course it is. Subway ads
themselves are a better reason to
leave Manhattan. And Brooklyn,
the Bronx and Queens for that
matter. Commuters in the greater
New York area can spend hours
on subway trains and buses every
day. Most riders are armed with the
latest distraction gear like iPods,
cell phone games, a newspaper or
sometimes just a dark pair of glasses. Still, plenty of passengers get
caught up in the full-frontal attack
that is the subway ad.
Not long ago, subway ads were
almost like the classified section of
the paper, with one ad extolling the
services of litigious law firms right
next to an ad for bug spray juxtaposed to an ad for clear, beautiful
skin. These days, this kind of advertising smorgasbord is rare.
Now riders are more likely to
be held hostage in a car with all of
the advertising space monopolized
by a single seller. Case in point: the
heavily advertised new TV show on
Showtime, Dexter. Actor Michael C.
Hall is shown sporting a ghoulishly
white cadaverous limb. Since many
New York subway riders exhibit an
odd pallor of their own, the effect
is heightened by Hall’s deep tan.
Each ad is a portrait of an actor who

might be thought of as attractive, if
it were not for that pesky dead limb
he insists on holding. Unprepared
subway riders that would rather
not look at this picture for the duration of their ride can only study the
shoes of his or her fellow passengers to keep their gaze away.
Another offensive subway ad,
not to the riders but to the MTA
itself, was presented by Mitchum,
the purveyors of anti-perspirant.
Their ad, which said if you vaulted
over anything on you way to work,
well then you are a Mitchum Man.
The MTA objected to the fare-beating aspect of the ad and it was subsequently pulled.
But at least that ad doesn’t present the opportunity for paranoia
like the ads for Six Degrees, another
fine television viewing experience.
Here we see a presentation of various blank-looking characters; a
blonde woman channeling Veronica Lake with her hair, a brunette
in a low-cut gown with improbable
breasts, a man in a hat too small
for his face — all of them are just
slightly off — heightening their
claustrophobic world. The woman
across the aisle is flirting with you?
If you are a Mitchum Man, you’d
probably enjoy that, but what if you
are a Dove-using straight woman?
Hopefully the deodorant works in
stressful situations like this one.
The guy by the door will someday
be your boss? Is that the guy with
the cup hitting up the entire car for
money? These ads say “we are all
connected,” which just makes you
anxious for your stop.
The annoying array of subway
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Public Storage’s subway ads brought about backlash
against subway advertising in general.
ads is not just limited to television
advertisement. Another ad campaign comes from Anheuser-Busch,
the makers of Budweiser beer. While
there is nothing inherently bad
about the beverage it manufactures,
and imbibing in some may improve
the quality of a commute from time
to time, the ads themselves are extremely tiresome. These ads show
couples in pursuit of an unstated,
but obvious, objective. Sometimes
they are shown against a backdrop
of a splashy yellow liquid that is
reminiscent of liquids other than
beer, or maybe just a by-product.
Either way, the level of squeamishness produced is just below the serial killer ads.

Budweiser has come out with
new ads — also with happy couples.
These ads present a radiant, practically beautified Bud bottle. They say
things like, “Expect Everything” and
“Clean Finish,” making commuters
practically expect them to just come
out and say “Happy Ending” next.
Even though subway ads may
look supremely cheesy, the cost to
advertise is not cheap. For a 22-by21-inch ad displayed in 3,000 subway cars for four to 25 weeks, the
cost is $130,000. The longer the ad
is displayed, the cheaper the rate.
If the ad is displayed for 52 weeks,
the price is only $108,000. Looks like
this form of advertising will not be
going away any time soon.

Demand for textbooks Tackling debt woes
at library increasing nLaw bans credit
card advertising
on campus

BY ELYSSA MALDONADO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Textbooks may be one of the
most expensive parts of college,
besides the classes themselves.
One of the hardest tasks is to find
these books at a reasonable price,
since they tend to range from $60
to $130. The reality is that not all
professors use textbooks and some
only have them on the list as a
study guide. The real question is:
are the textbooks worth it? Do we
really need to spend so much effort
looking for books? Or is it better to
just use the books in the library on
reserve?
It is a frustrating and difficult
process trying to find textbooks for
each class. Every student is trying
to save as much money as possible
and they look for the cheapest way
to buy books. Professor Gifford
said, “Ideally, students are meant
to buy the textbooks, but those
[with] financial issues may use
the ones on reserve. The textbooks
are a necessity of the class, and go
hand in hand with the lecture.” Of
course this makes sense theoretically but when a professor doesn’t
use the textbook, then it is often
more financially sound for students to borrow it from the library.
Joe Neri, a freshman, said, “It gets
to be a bit frustrating when a professor doesn’t use the textbook
that often, and the money spent on
the textbook is wasted.”
Gifford says, “It is recommended that the students buy the textbooks. In some cases if the assignments are online, it may be more
useful to just refer to textbooks in
the library, but I still recommend
that the textbooks be bought.”
According to Thony Jeangilles, a
librarian at Baruch’s library, “Students usually come during midterms and finals to borrow books.

BY LAURA RAMIREZ
STAFF WRITER
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It is a very popular [service], and
we lend the books out for two
hours. [Afterwards, the library] allows the students to renew them
for another two hours.”
Although this method seems
effective, the problem is that
when midterms and finals come
around, many students borrow
these books, and leave others out
of luck. The advantage of the twohour limit is that it provides other
students with an opportunity to
take the books out with a fairly
swift turnaround. However, this is
inconvenient, in that sometimes
the textbook is needed for longer
than a period of two hours, and the
limit prevents student from studying as thoroughly as possible. Most
professors might even ask that the
textbooks be brought to class and
borrowing them from the library
will not work.
Textbooks, in general,
are
meant for students to be able to refer back to, and should really only
be borrowed when emergency occurs. The library is more of a reference and is there to help students
in need, but it may not always be
an effective approach. In conclusion, it is best to continue buying
these books in order to guarantee
that when they are needed they are
available for students to use.

College students and debt are
as synonomous as pigeons in New
York City. With so many companies
offering credit cards and loans, it’s
amazing that anyone coming out
of college still has any credit left.
Although students enjoy the benefits of owning a credit card, after
graduating many are unable to get
a handle on their financial standing. A lot of students respond to
any offer they get in the mail without a thought as to how the words
in fine print will affect them later.
To prevent students from ruining
their credit, companies have been
banned from marketing credit
cards to students on New York college campuses.
A new law that took effect on
July 1, 2005 took measures to stop
students from getting into debt.
Signed by Governor Pataki, the law
regulates the marketing of credit
cards on New York campuses by
requiring the companies to register with college officials.
Carl Aylman, director of Student Life says, “The rationale was
to place safeguards to ensure that
New York state colleges did not
allow unregulated marketing of
credit cards to help students avoid
making bad financial judgments
they would pay for later on.”
However, marketers can still be
seen near New York college campuses offering pizza and t-shirts
to students who fill out an application. Although they are not marketing on the campus itself, many
students still sign up for the freebies.
Nancy Hsu, a senior, is one of
many students about to gradu-

ate with a lot of credit cards and
a lot of debt. “I am paying the annual percentage rates on the lower
APR cards and I try to pay the full
amount on the higher APR ones
because I try to limit their usage,”
she says. Now that their college career is almost over, many students
like Hsu must find a way to gain
control of their financial future.
Natalie Strechina, a sophomore,
has recently taken on her first
credit card with a limit of $2,000;
a prime example of the sudden
temptation students face when
they realize they have expendable
plastic “money” at their disposal.
Credit cards are not the only way
students run up a lot of debt. With
so many loans available, students
sometimes go for any company
that will give them money easily,
rather than exploring the safest
options. On the Baruch Web site’s
financial aid page, students can
find a list of loans that the college
offers. These loans have low interest rates and are usually the safest
to get. Students can also start to
pay them back after they graduate rather than worrying while in
school.
Other alternatives to the loans
offered by Baruch include those
with low interest rates such as the
College Board private loan, which
often have much better rates than
those from banks. Most importantly, this loan has lower interest
rates than many credit cards do.
Students can apply for these loans
online.
With so much being thrown at
students during their college years,
it’s easy to get into debt. The best
thing to do is to get cards with low
interest rates and keep the running
balance as low as possible. Having
too many cards may be convenient
and loans with high interest rates
may be easy to get, but either way
students end up paying for it twofold in the end.
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Leisure

Baruch’s fashion club, “Shop of Style,” plans fifth show
n The annual
fashion show
BY RIANA JAGARNATH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Thais Diaz practices her
catwalking moves.

Yes, you’ve heard right! Shop of
Style’s fifth annual Multi-Cultural
Fashion Show will take place on
Friday, Nov. 17 in Mason Hall. Once
again, Baruch’s only fashion club is
working hard to present students
with fabulous fashions, modeled by
students.
Every year, Shop of Style undergoes rigorous planning, preparation and training of models in order to present its audience with the
most breathtaking and exhilarating
fashion show they have ever seen.
The highlight of the show is
showcasing the designs of Baruch
fashion designers. Last year’s theme
was “Century of Fashion.” And this
year’s theme ... well, you will have
to come to the show to find out!
Modeling tryouts were held
in Sept. Both females and males

stressed the importance of finding
the right look in order to be part of
the selected bunch. Now that all the
models have been selected, training sessions have begun.
Models must endure a lot of hard
work. Every Tuesday and Thursday
during club hours, they train with
members of Shop of Style to practice their skills on the catwalk and
different scenes of the show. These
sessions teach the models how to
achieve the perfect walk, the right
attitude and necessary interaction
skills with other models involved.
This isn’t all that’s involved in
preparation though! In an interview with the S.O.S secretary, Jonell
Corpuz, says, “We meet for rehearsals during club hours, but I’m constantly e-mailing the models in
order to find out if they’re having
problems with any routines.” Corpuz thinks the models are prepared
for the show and states that they’re
getting much better. She feels that
they’re improving especially “in
the walks, when they have to do the
special half turn we’re introduc-

ing in this show, they’re making
quite the effort to learn.” She goes
on to say, “This year’s show should
be great considering many of the
models who are participating in
the fashion show are new faces to
Baruch.”
There are, however, quite a few
models that have been in the previous fashion shows as well. Tricia
Sterling, 21, a junior, said that this
year will be her second time modeling. When asked about how she
liked participating in the show, she
eagerly told me, “It becomes very
hectic on the day of the show, but
it’s a great experience and it’s actually why I’m doing it for the second time.” She then compared this
year’s models to last year’s, mentioning that “there’s much more
of a variety in ethnicity among the
models this year.” She feels this is a
good thing because “there’s a little
bit of every culture.” She states that
training takes up a lot of time, but
you can’t practice that much because, “it’s either you have it or you
don’t!”

It’s agreeable that with all the
preparation involved, this year’s
show will be especially spectacular. The members on the executive
board are introducing new techniques and creating new looks for
the show.
Inna Shinder, Vice President of
SOS, said that there are “15 fashion designers from F.I.T and five
designers from Baruch who are
involved in designing the clothes.”
She continued, “this year we’re trying to keep it original and possibly
expose new fashion talent, as opposed to the previous years, when
we tried to work with name brand
clothes.”
This year’s unforgettable show
will be held on Nov. 17 in Mason
Hall on 17 Lexington Ave. (23rd Street
building). If you are actually attending your math classes this semester, you’ll know that it’s less than a
month away! This is a must-see!
Keep reading The Ticker for upcoming information on the show.
Tickets will soon be available for
purchase in the second floor lobby.

STYLE

POSITIVE THINKING

Make skinny jeans work for you

How to really learn
from mistakes

n Love the look
but not quite
sure it’s for you?
BY MALESSA ETHERIDGE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Skinny jeans have resurfaced
in the fashion world and are as
popular as ever. Supermodel Kate
Moss is responsible for jump-starting this ’80s trend which has exploded on the fashion scene.
Some of you may feel like this
fashion style has left you out. After all, this is the skinny jean, and
some of us aren’t exactly skinny.
But this is a common misconception; you don’t have to be ultra
skinny to wear the “skinny.” The
skinny jean is about a look and not
a waistline.
Drew Owes opted to wear a
knitted wrapped sweater, which
reached mid-thigh, paired with a
dark wash skinny jean tucked into
slouchy boots. She claims the skinny jean is a “new twist [on] regular
jeans; it’s a whole new look and I
love it!” Because of the versatility of
this jean, it can be worn anytime,
day or night, dressed up or casual.
There are many girls who love
the look but are a bit skeptical to experiment. Don’t you worry; there’s
enough to be concerned about with
midterms coming up and all those
papers due. Here are some ways to
wear skinny jeans in order to cre-

ate a flattering look:
The
most
typical way to wear skinny jeans
is to pair them with a pair of boots.
High-heeled boots create a long,
lean look that are often seen in
fashion shows. The design makes it

convenient to tuck in as opposed to
a flared-leg jean, which is chunky
at the bottom, creating a sloppy appearance.
Heels are a sexy way to play up
skinny jeans. This also creates a
slimming effect making your look
super sexy!
A great alternative to heels is
flats. Yes, it’s a drastic difference
but skinny jeans by themselves are
already slimming. Flats are a great
way to look chic and still be comfortable. But remember, no bulky
sneakers please!
To show off the desired balance needed to pull this look off,
the key is to compliment the jean
with flowing tops, long tunics or
mid-thigh sweaters. Sorry ladies,
but no belly baring tops with this
style!
For fun nights out you may
want to throw on a fancy top
with a sleek cropped jacket
and finish it off with pumps.
This is a sexy look that compliments your inner diva!
So you’re confident
enough to want to try
the skinny jean look but
you’re unsure where to
get them? Stores like Express, the Gap, Levis,
Seven For All Mankind,
Rock and Republic and
Miss Sixty all offer a
variety of washes and
fits. Prices range from
$50- $202. Go on, strut
your stuff ladies!
WWW.LEVISTRAUSS.COM

Ten things college students won’t tell
their parents
n Excerpt from
Money Magazine
1. “Sure, I have cheated. Who
hasn’t?”
2. “Everyone knows that ‘studying abroad’ is one big party.”
3. “I’d stay here [college] forever
if I could get you to pay for it.”
4. “College life can be hazard-

ous to my life.”
5. “My résumé isn’t the only
thing I have posted on the Internet.”
6. “Just because I was a straight
arrow in high school, doesn’t mean
I will be in college.”
7. “My grades are none of your
business.”
8. “I’ll do just about anything
for money.”

9. “I’m up to my ears in credit
card debt.”
10. “... so I’ll be moving back
home after graduation.”
Excerpted from Smart Money
magazine, September 2006, “10
Things Your College Student Won’t
Tell You” by Kristin Kovner

BY CHANDRESH BHARDWAJ
STAFF WRITER

Everyone knows that mistakes
happen much more often when
you rush through tasks, such as
not stopping to double-check your
exam, leading you to make careless errors. Similarly, there are no
shortcuts toward attaining a positive attitude. The more you try to
hurry, the worse the situation becomes.
There are so many incidents
that result in disasters because of
the desire to go too fast. Have
you ever seen trees grow in
a couple of hours or
days? Do you ever see
flowers blooming
right after you sow
the seed? There’s
a reason why it
took you 19 years
to reach college
and didn’t just sign
up for a university
as an eight-year-old?
Some things in life
need time and discipline to
grow properly. All you need
to have is patience.
If you start working hard right
now to build a positive attitude, it
will definitely take a good amount
of time to complete. First, you
must clean up all the big heaps of
garbage before putting the good
stuff in it. When you move into a
new house, you clean every everything to make sure that you
live in a hygienic and clean place.
Similarly, you need to clean your
negative mind in order to put positive thoughts into it. Your mind
is used to consuming negativity,
therefore, you must accept that it
will take a little while to adjust to
this new “diet.”
Let’s suppose you are going
somewhere by car. After you have
driven for five hours, you realize
that you ended up in the wrong
place and need to go back. Your
next step would be to turn the car
around and go back to the starting point. If it took you five hours
to reach the wrong destination, it
will probably take you the same
amount of time, or even a little

more, to reach the correct destination. In the same way, it will take
your mind some time to reach its
correct place. Keep at it, as strong
desire and discipline are the only
real shortcuts.
Can books on positive attitude
automatically change the mind?
Before I answer this, let me ask you
one question: suppose you want to
learn how to swim, so you sit by a
river all day and never dive into it.
Will you know how to swim by the
end of the day? Another example
could be that you buy a
book titled Learn to
Swim in 30 days,
and assume
that reading
the
book
will make
you good
swimmer.
I
think
you get my
drift.
Just like
you can’t learn
to swim without actually diving
into a swimming
pool, you can’t build an
optimistic attitude without practicing this task with full discipline
and faith everyday. The key here
is to get out of your comfort zone,
and start doing what is necessary.
Always remember that the difference between average and excellent is only a little extra effort. If you
care enough to make a difference
in your life, and make your dreams
a reality, I would suggest thinking
over what you read. No one is a
failure and nothing is impossible
in life. You only need to leave your
conditioned mind behind and embrace the wonderful things life has
got to offer you!
Students are welcome to send
their comments, doubts and questions. Also, if students feel that they
are not motivated enough to do
something or are facing a problem in life, feel free to e-mail me at
cbh2207@gmail.com. To read more
of my articles, go to www.theticker.
org, and type “Chandresh Bhardwaj” in the search box.
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Beer and man throughout the ages
BY TOM CROCKETT
STAFF WRITER

“Alright brain, I don’t like you
and you don’t like me, so just get me
through this exam so I can go back
to killing you slowly with beer,” said
Homer Simpson.
The big-bellied American cartoon character Homer Simpson is
certainly one of the most outspoken beer enthusiasts of our time.
Likewise, many sports-goers and
college students have made beer an
essential part of their social lives.
Beer has been around for centuries
and will be around for centuries
to come. There are so many flavors and types from all around the
world that it would be impossible
to try them all in a lifetime.
The first beer recipes were
found in Egypt and Mesopotamia
in ancient times, making beer one
of the oldest human-made beverages. It was used in religious rituals
and medicinal concoctions. By the
14th and 15th centuries, it was very
popular in Europe and because of
health epidemics, it was safer to

drink than water. By the 17th century, beer took on the styles and
flavors we recognize today.
Many people don’t realize how
easy it is to make beer. The basic
ingredients include wheat, hops
yeast and water. It is fermented
and distilled and depending on the
time and temperature, will take on
a distinct flavor. Some beers, such
as white ales or limbic beers mix
up the recipe and may not taste like
traditional beer, but are still delicious.
Lager beer is one of the most
common types advertised today.
Budweiser, Heineken, Corona and
Miller are all common lagers. They
are light-bodied and great to drink
on the beach. They need to be kept
at a cold temperature for the best
taste. These are commonly available at sporting events and bars.
Nothing brings a party together like
a good lager beer, in a bottle, can or
draught.
The ale is a very mysterious and
unique beer, as it comes in many
varieties. Pale ales are one of the
most common and are usually

around 4 to 7 percent alcohol by
volume. They can be bitter to fruity
in taste and aroma, depending on
the brewer. Some popular pale ales
are Bass Ale from England, Sierra
Nevada Pale Ale from the U.S., and
Magic Hat #9 also from the U.S.
They can be found in bottles or on
draught. India Pale Ales are the extremely bitter brother beer to the
original pale ale.
Originally, extra hops yeast were
added to the beer to keep it from
spoiling on long voyages overseas
from Europe to India. The taste became very distinct and unique and
was named India Pale Ale because
of the journey it undertook. Popular IPA brewers are Sierra Nevada,
Stone Brewers, Brooklyn and Sam
Smith. These beers range from 5.56.5 percent ABV.
Next in the ale family are stouts.
The most widely known stout is
Guinness. A stout has a deep, chocolaty, coffee or even oatmeal flavor.
They are heavy and usually said to
be “a meal in itself.” Young’s makes
an excellent double chocolate stout,
perfect for the holidays. Murphy’s
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Savor the many flavors of beer.
Irish Stout is said to be lighter than
Guinness and is very popular in
Ireland. Sam Smith’s Oatmeal Stout
is sweet and smooth, also perfect
for the holiday season.
Other great stout brewers are
Mackeson’s and Dragon Stout.
Stouts can range from 4 to 8 percent
ABV. You can always tell a stout by
its creamy head and rich color. An

interesting fact about stouts is that
unlike most other beers, it uses a
nitrogen base rather than carbon
dioxide. If it weren’t for the widget,
we would not have stouts in a can.
Now we can enjoy stouts and the
creamy taste at home.
Stay tuned for next week’s Ticker for the continuation of our beer
series. Till then, off to the bar!

UPCOMING SAMPLE SALES
COMPILED BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
LEISURE EDITOR

ANBAR SHOES - WINTER BOOT SALE
Anbar Shoes is beginning the boot
sale early due to the warm weather. All boots are 20 percent off our
regular discounted price. They now
range from $60-$640, retailing up
to $1,700. Brands such as Delman,
BCBG, Sacha London, Arturo Chaing, Coup D’Etat, Walter Steiger,
Vince Camuto and so many other
brands too numerous to mention.
Literally over thousands of boots
to choose from.
Event Begins: 10/23
Event Ends: 11/4/
Event Times: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.-6:20 p.m.
Sat 11 a.m.-5:45 p.m.
Sun Closed
Location: 60 Reade St.
(btwn Broadway & Church St - one block north

of Chambers)
(212) 227-0253
ELIE TAHARI SPRING AND FALL
SAMPLES UP TO 80 PERCENT OFF
Elie Tahari is pleased to invite
you to an exclusive sa.m.ple sale.
Spring and fall samples are at 7080 percent off. The sale will include
a variety of separates from leather
jackets, knits, denim and more
including many one-of-a-kind
samples.
Event Begins: 10/25
Event Ends: 10/28
Event Times: Wed-Fri 8:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Location: 520 5th Ave
(at 43rd St.)
2nd Fl.
(212) 398-2622

LAILA ROWE SAMPLE SALE
Save up to 50-80 percent off retail prices for costume jewelry and
accessories from previous Laila
Rowe seasons. Fashion necklaces,
earrings, bracelets, bangles, handbags, hair accessories and scarves.
Handbags in various styles with
embellishments were $40 now
$10.
Event Begins: 10/16
Event Ends: 10/31
Event Times: Mon-Sat 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sun 12 p.m.-6 p.m.
Location: 35 W. 36th St.
(btwn. 5th & 6th Aves.)
STYLEBUG.COM
You’re invited to Stylebug.com’s
New York sample sale featuring
premium designer labels up to 80
percent off retail. Find fashions by
Vera Wang, Armani, YSL, Valen-

Cheap and fun ways to impress your date
BY DANA ANDERSON AND LUBA
BOGOPOLSKAYA
STAFF WRITERS

Dating can get pretty monotonous, especially if dinner and a
movie are the usual items on the
agenda. If you’re looking to spice
things up, try one or more of the
following:
1) Rainbow Falafel, 16th St. and
Union Square West
Grab some food at Rainbow
Falafel, where the namesake dish is
$3.Then head over to Union Square
Park to play soccer or watch student actors practice their craft.
2) Grimaldi’s, 19 Old Fulton St.,
(right under Brooklyn Bridge)
For the cheap date that doesn’t
look like a cheap date, take a stroll
across the Brooklyn Bridge (preferably at night) and grab some of the
cheapest (and best) pizza in town.
3) Live in nice digs? Read Martha Stewart Living and create your
own elegant meal topped off with a
bottle of red, all on a candlelit table.
Finish the night off with a rented
romantic movie.
4) Feeling sporty and don’t mind
sweating? Rent a bike and take a
ride on the West Side Highway bike
path.
5) Bring out your inner child
by riding the merry-go-round at
Flushing Meadows Park and buy as
much cotton candy as you want.
6) Gray’s Papaya, 72nd St. and
Broadway
Feeling artsy? Head over to The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, where
students can get in for free. Impress

your date with your knowledge of
DaVinci and the like and then head
over to Gray’s Papaya where you
can get two dogs and a drink for
$2.
7) Crif Dogs, 113th St. and Marks
Place
Go old-school: Check out Crif
Dogs where you can dish on things
such as spicy redneck while playing
arcade games like Centipede, Ms.
Pac-Man and Tekken.
8) The next time there’s a rainy
day or whenever you are in the
mood, stay in. Buy a puzzle and an
audio book, get some appetizers
ready, and pop in the audio book.
Indulge in the next few hours as you
figure out the puzzle. It’s peaceful,
fun and challenges the mind.
9) Who doesn’t love picnics?
However, instead of the usual Central Park, check out Riverside Park.
You can prepare a basket of goodies, a chilled bottle of wine and enjoy the outdoors.
10) Go fly a kite. You can either
make one or buy a cheap one from
a discount store and fly it in the
nearest field or park.
11) Head over to Coney Island
to play beach volleyball, walk the
boardwalk, look for seashells, play
in the sand and team up to make
a majestic sand castle. You have
to hurry though, before it gets too
cold.
12) Silkroad Café, 30 Mott St.
(Chinatown)
If you like live music and comedy, you won’t want to miss out on
the weekly Teabag Friday Night Variety Hour. At the back of the Silkroad Café is a cozy little area that is

WWW.IMAGES.GOOGLE.COM
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Gray’s Papaya, 72 St. and Broadway

WWW.ROADFOOD.COM

Grimaldi’s, 19 Old Fulton St.
reserved for the audience of New
York’s aspiring singers and comedians. The show is hosted by William
Lee who promises to “entertain you
and show you a good time.” With a
student ID the entrance fee is only
$3, but there is a one-drink minimum, which is $5. www.teabagopenmic.com
13) Je ‘Bon Lounge, 15 St. Marks
Place
Here you can see the East Side
show hosted by Albert Lim. It takes
place every Thursday at 8 p.m.
Remember: The only limit to
variety in your dating life is your
imagination. So be creative!

tino, Roberto Cavalli, Gucci, Monique Lhuillier and many more.
Choose from a large selection of
couture gowns, dresses, suits and
a variety of handbags and shoes.
Lots of new arrivals added everyday, but many of these items will
not be available online. This event
only happens once a year and is
not to be missed. Sizes 2-14. All
handbags, coats and bags must
be checked at the door. No exceptions. Fitting rooms provided.
Event Begins: 10/24
Event Ends: 10/28
Event Times: Tue-Fri 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Location: 481 8th Ave. - New Yorker Hotel
(at 34th St.)
3rd Floor, Sutton Suite
(800) 763-4159
GABI D’S FALL HAIR + JEWELRY

STEALS + DEALS SAMPLE SALE
“Take a strand” trend setters
and treat yourself to Gabi D’s great
new fall accessories so “of the moment” and well priced you’ll want
to live in them. It’s 70 percent off
retail prices on a wide array of the
fall seasons must be seen in headbands, cinch belts, purses, chunky
bead necklaces, wispy crystal drop
earrings, cuff bracelets . . . and so
much more. Prices all under 20
bucks.
Event Begins: 10/16
Event Ends: 10/31
Event Times: Mon-Thu 12 p.m.-6 p.m.
Closed Mon & Tue (10/23 & 10/24)
Location: 40 W. 37th St
(btwn. 5th & 6th Ave.)
Suite 905
(212) 594-7611.
CREDIT: TOPBUTTON.COM
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Phobias Quiz: how much do you know about fear?
A phobia is an exaggerated, persistent, and overpowering fear of
... well, just about anything. From
knees to vegetables to otters, the
subjects of these intense fears
are irrational by definition. Their
names, however, are quite rational;
most are derived from Greek or Latin. So dust off that classics dictionary and find out just how much you
know about fear.
1. A person who suffers from dendrophobia has a persistent, abnor-

mal, and irrational fear of what?
a) Trees
b) Dentists or dental work
c) Nerve damage or pain
2. Aviophobia is also known as
which of the following?
a) Fear of birds
b) Fear of flying
c) Fear of lizards or other reptiles
3. Brontophobia, one of the more
common phobias, describes an obsessive fear of what?
a) Dinosaurs or dinosaur bones
b) Suffocation or lung malfunction

c) Thunder and lightning
4. A xenophobe possesses an overpowering fear of what?
a) Foreigners
b) Things that glow in the dark
c) Things that are yellow
5. An arachibutyrophobic is obsessively terrified of what?
a) Spiders, scorpions, or mites
b) Peanut butter sticking to the roof
of the mouth
c) Animal fats

MARCH OF THE MEANIES - MICHAEL KLAMBATSEN
Adpated from encarta.msn.com

Baruch Beat
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MONDAY,
OCTOBER 23

Great Works Reading Series
presents PEACE, by Aristophanes
The ancient Greek classic, which
is a wildly raunchy old comedy by
Aristophanes, is about the average
citizens’ desire to end a war.
Engelman Recital Hall, BPAC
Ticket information: FREE,
available at the BPAC Box Office
2:00 p.m. & 6:00 p.m.

TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 24
Susan Choi - A Reading
and Conversation
Tampering With Truth:
What Fiction Can Do
With Historical Facts
Newman Conference Center,
Room 750, Library Building
www.baruch.cuny.
edu/wsas/harman

A Guide to Graduate School
Sigma Alpha Delta Honor Society
& The Starr Development Center
VC 2-190
12:30 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.

S.O.S Fashion Show Promotion
Shop of Style
2nd Floor Lobby
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Information Table
Sigma Alpha Delta
2nd Floor Lobby
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Inroads Informational Session
National Association of
Black Accountants
VC 9-150
12:40 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.
Job Smart Career Hour
(Career Banking)
Executives On Campus
VC 14-235
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Learn Chinese
United Chinese Language
Association
VC 3-240
6:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 25

“Global Financial Reporting:
How Does The U.S. Fit In?”
Emanuel Saxe Distinguished
Lecture in Accounting
By Mary E. Barth, Joan E. Horngren
professor of accounting and senior
associate dean for Academic
Affairs, Graduate School of
Business - Stanford University,
Newman Library Building 7th
Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street
5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 26
Oxford Debate: Government
Spying: Have We Gone Too
Far or Not Far Enough?
Sigma Alpha Delta Honor Society
Newman Library Building
7th Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street
6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
To RSVP, e-mail sigmapr@

gmail.com

S.O.S Fashion Show Promotion
Shop of Style
2nd Floor Lobby
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Date Rape/Domestic
Violence Workshop
Helpline
VC 3-210
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Inroads Informational Session
USG
VC 3-215
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Discovering HR: “The Different
Fields and What They Involve”
Society for Human
Resource Management
VC 12-175
12:40 p.m. – 2:20 p.m.
Darfur Genocide: D. Salin
& Y. Osman, Americans
Informed Democracy
AIESEC
VC 4-213
12:40 p.m. – 2:20 p.m.

Effective Public Speaking:
Shari Belgrave, PwC
National Associations of
Black Accountants
VC 8-155
12:40 p.m. – 2:20 p.m.
Tournament
Speech & Debate Society
VC 9-140 & 9-165
12:40 p.m. – 2:20 p.m.

Coffee House Special
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
VC 1-107
12:45 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
EID Celebration
Arab Alliance, Muslim Student
Association, Women In Islam,
Turkish Student Association
VC 1-107
6:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.

FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 27
Kaplan Practice Test
Golden Key International
Honour Society
VC 5-165, 7-150 & 7-155
12:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
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Blueshirts struggling to
perform consistently
Ranger fans, relax! Think about
it, the Rangers are only six points
behind the Eastern Conference
leading Buffalo Sabres. It is still
early in the season and I’d rather
have difficulties earlier than later,
because I cannot handle another
late season breakdown like last
year. The New York Rangers are a
young and dynamic mix of talent
that still hasn’t found its chemistry. The most vital objective for
New York right now should be a
consistent level of play.
The Rangers’ performance not
only varies from game to game
but also between periods. Sometimes they will skate aggressively
and make sharp cuts at the net.
Other times, they slide bad passes through the neutral zone and
slack on defense. There has to be
a steadfast level of intensity and
focus. The Rangers are simply not
playing the hockey that they are
capable of. Against Buffalo they
started out fast and went up 2-0 in
the opening minutes of the game.
Then came the last five minutes
of the first period, where Buffalo
turned the momentum its way
and eventually skated away with
a 7-4 victory. The Rangers committed eight penalties and conceded goals on two of them. The
Blueshirts literally fell asleep on
the ice. They looked so decimated
and emotionless that they made
the Sabres look like all-stars.
Buffalo’s speed and playmakers
ruined Kevin Weekes’ first start
this season. And for a team like
the Rangers playing against an
undefeated Sabres team, you’d
think there would be more determination.
But then the Rangers rebounded at the Garden beating their rivals the New Jersey Devils by a
score of 4-2. What a victory this
was for the Rangers. Aaron Ward
got on the board and Shanahan
scored yet again. The Rangers

played good hockey and this time
it was on both sides of the ice.
The only complaint would be the
seven penalties they committed,
even though
they were
able to kill
them all off.
Penalties
destroy momentum and
the Rangers
have been
ruining their
IGOR GORODETSKY
games
by
IGGY’S
constantly
playing on
SPORTS
the kill.
SPEAK
As we saw
at Nashville, eventually penalties
do catch up to you. The Rangers
again committed seven penalties and conceded a critical third
goal in the second. This game was
a terrible showing by the Ranger
power play as they failed to score
on eight chances. After a great
showing against the Devils, Henrik Lundqvist looked shaky again
against the Predators. There is a
reason why the Rangers have one
of the lowest save percentages in
the NHL, 86.5 percent.
And despite all of this, I am
still telling you guys not to panic.
It is too early and this team is too
talented. Give them time to get familiar with one another. Let Tom
Renney instill a defensive discipline and harsh consequences for
silly penalties. Lunqvist showed
his talent but we have to wait for
him to settle down. This team is
still good and we need to have
some patience and wait for their
outburst. The Rangers consistently out shoot their opponents,
so with tighter defense and goal
tending this team is capable. With
discipline and smart play this
team is capable. Let’s hope for
a consistent effort and exciting
hockey.

FOOTBALL

Giants act; Jets slump
BY MORGAN GURFINKEL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Take a deep breath and look at
the Giants’ 2006 schedule. Now
take a pillow, put it to your face and
let it out. Repeat as necessary, and
then please continue reading.
Yes, the schedule is frustrating, and yes, the Giants seem to
face every formidable team in the
NFL. Nevertheless, I want you to
picture this alternate 2006 scenario: in Week 1, the Giants shut
out the Colts, and in Week 3 they
avenge their 2005 loss in Seattle
with a Jay Feely overtime field
goal. But this time around the Giants do not come back and win in
Philadelphia, nor do they defeat
the Redskins. In this hypothetical
situation, the Eagles and Redskins
have more overall wins, and the
Giants have no tie-breaking division advantages. Sure, it would
have felt nice to beat the two best
teams in the NFL, but in terms of
making the playoffs, the Giants
would be in terrible shape.
This year, the Giants are
marching forward by capitalizing
on must-win games. While the
rest of the NFC East has been content to beat each other up, the Giants have been picking their spots
and elevating their play when it
matters most. This week’s Mon-

GIANTS UPCOMING GAMES
Week 7 - @ Dallas
Week 8 – Tampa Bay
Week 9 - Houston
Week 10 - Chicago
Week 11 - @ Jacksonville

day night game against Dallas
will present another opportunity
within the division. While the Giants have been steadily improving, Bill Parcells will come in prepared for war. This game will be
won in the trenches and it will be
close. My prediction: the Giants
prevail 24-20.
After this week, you can put
the pillow down for a bit, while
we get the Chris Simms-less Buccaneers and the Houston Texans
in Weeks 8 and 9.The Jets, on the
other hand, have a growing dilemma. After losing to Jacksonville 41-0, their playoff aspirations
were cast in doubt. Sadly, teams
that are on the cusp of contention
bear an albatross of squandering
a high draft pick. Take last year’s
Jets as a prime example.
Had the Jets lost a meaningless game against Buffalo in Week
17 of 2005, they would have had
Reggie Bush lining up in the backfield for 2006. Instead, they won
the game, rising from rock bottom
into the cesspool of mediocrity.
As good old Herm Edwards once
said, “We play to win the game.”
Unfortunately for the Giants, winning games will come at a cost
when RB Adrian Peterson and
QB Brady Quinn are on the board
during the 2007 NFL Draft.

Week 12 - @ Tennessee
Week 13 - Dallas
Week 14 - @ Carolina
Week 15 - Philadelphia
Week 16 – New Orleans
Week 17 - Washington
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Sports

Schedule
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Men’s Soccer
10/28 – CUNYAC Quarterfinals 6 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball
10/24 – Baruch at Medgar Evers 7 p.m.
10/28 – Baruch at Montclair State 10 a.m.
10/28 – Baruch at Fordham Noon.
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SOCCER

Soccer star anticipating comeback
BY MARIANE ST. MAURICE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When they run, he runs. When
they play, he supports them and
works on the sidelines. Although
he got injured during the soccer
game against Hunter on September
30, Nikolay Shnayderman never
gave up. The sophomore defender,
who, according to Coach Dima
Kamenshchik, can actually play
several positions, was named the
CUNYAC Player of the Week after
he scored the winning goal in a
game against Lasell on September
10, recording his first college career
goal. Although injured, Nikolay still
attends each and every practice,
three times a week at 7a.m., and has
never missed a meeting, something
his teammates admire about him.
Before his injury, Nikolay started every game, which gave him the
opportunity to add to the incredible talent on the team this year.
He recognizes the amount of potential the players have, along with
the unity present within the team,
which makes it more powerful than
ever before.
With the regular season ending
just last week and playoffs starting
this Wednesday, Nikolay has a very
positive outlook for the team. “We
should definitely go far this year; no
less than the championships.” The
Bershad, Ukraine, native attributes

Baruch
cheerleaders
making strides
BY MARIANE ST. MAURICE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Oct. 15, the Making
Strides Against Breast Cancer
walks took place at over 15 locations all over New York City, the
biggest one of which was held in
Central Park. Present to encourage over 25,000 walkers were
hundreds of volunteers and the
Baruch Cheerleading team. The
team, which was positioned at
the starting line, had prepared
and practiced cheers and chants
appropriate for the event.
Other teams were present to
cheer the walkers on, but none
stood out quite as much as the
Bearcats. Their perseverance
and drive gave the team the
strength to stay in the park until the very end of the event. The
attitude the team had towards
the event was evident by their
high spirits and enthusiasm. “It
was great to be doing that for
some great cause. It wasn’t just
sidelines anymore, it was cheering on people to remind them
why they’re there, to walk for
those who died,” said Marianne
Soberanis, one of the five new
members of the team.
It was the team’s second appearance at the annual walk,
and its first public appearance
this year. Last year, the team attended the Light the Night walk
as well, an event to help raise
funds for the Leukemia and
Lymphoma Society. They are
planning to attend more similar events this year, promoting
Baruch College as well as school
spirit at school events.
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Men’s Soccer players are showing great effort this season.
his prediction not only to the starting line-up, but to all the players on
the team, including the reserves.
Named Baruch Rookie of the
Year in 2005, Nikolay made sure to
point out that there are many excellent players on the team, specifically mentioning new goalie Nelson
DiBastiano, of whom he says: “The
stats don’t show the little things
that count, but Nelson has to be the
best goalie I ever played for.”
In the same way Nikolay talks
about the team, Coach Dima Ka-

menshchik had only good things to
say about Nick. He says he is a dedicated player who is respected by his
teammates, and who is fundamentally sound on the field. “He plays
smart, and has the ability to be very
deceptive with the ball because of
his good foot work. He manages to
trick the opponent.”
After about a month of daily rehab, Nikolay will be playing in time
for the playoffs. And you just know
he will be in the starting line-up.
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David “Shinny” Shin, junior mid-fielder on the Baruch
Bearcats struggles against Medgar Evers.

TENNIS

Women’s Tennis countdown to CUNYAC
BY MARINA SOBIYEVA
STAFF WRITER

Tennis season is coming to an
end and for the women’s team
this means a lot of hard work and
a good chance at winning the
CUNYAC Championship. With a
standing of 7-1, the Bearcats are
currently in second place and very
excited about the upcoming championship match. They are expected
to face Hunter College.
Hunter’s team is in first place
and are going to be a challenge
for the Bearcats. With a standing of 8-0, Hunter’s tennis team is

the only one of seven other CUNY
teams that was able to defeat the
Bearcats this season. “Hunter College has a pretty good team,” said
Irina Piskunova, “Yet, we should
be more focused on our own game
than opponents and it will [better]
our performance.”
“Hunter may win … [they have]
a tougher team … yet the girls may
rise to [my] expectations, so we’ll
see,” said the tennis team’s coach
Florin Giuglescu. Although he sees
Hunter’s team as a difficult opponent, Giuglescu has a lot of faith in
his team and believes that it is quite
possible that they will win the CU-

CROSS COUNTRY

Star runner sweeping CUNY
BY LIA EUSTACHEWICH
STAFF WRITER

Matt Soja has practically
become Baruch’s own Michael
Johnson. Soja, who was named
Baruch’s Athlete of the Month
for September, is wrapping up
this cross country season with a
whopping four first place finishes
out of a total of six matches. The
end of the season does not mean
rest and relaxation for the focused
cross country star. “My season
is never over,” he reveals. “I am a
year-round runner. I mostly run
road races during the rest of the
year.” Last year, Soja set a new record for Baruch after coming in
second place with the best finishing time ever in the CUNY Championship (28:37).
It takes a lot of motivation and
focus to get through six kilometer
(and sometimes 8K) races. Many
runners agree that in terms of
performing well, mental prepa-

ration is as important as being
physically fit. Soja is not shy to
admit that he needs help with the
mental aspect of cross country.
“It is easier to be focused in a bigger race if there are a lot of people
ahead of you to chase. [But] in
the smaller CUNY meets, once I
take the lead I have to push myself without outside help.”
Soja says he made an important improvement at the City Tech
Invitational earlier this month.
“Not only [was it] my best time
of the year (29:10), I executed my
race plan better than in any other
meet this season,” he says.
Soja has no problem staying focused on school; he maintains an
impressive 3.95 GPA and spends
free time with his girlfriend, cross
country star, Mercedes Zegarra.
Soja competed at the DeSales
Invitational and was the first
Bearcat to finish at 70 place. The
Bearcats grabbed 17 place out of a
total of 20 schools.

NYAC Championship. “If you have
[the] desire it is almost impossible
not to get what you want. Just set
realistic goals,” he said.
Losing their last game against
Rutgers-Newark on Oct. 13 did
not prevent the ladies from feeling completely confident about
the Quarterfinal. “I [was] mad because we felt that we were going to
win the match at least by 5-4,” said
Ana DeLeon, but when asked how
she feels about the Quarterfinal,
she replied, “We are totally going
to win it!” Bearcats faced the team
of the College of Staten Island for
the Quarterfinals match. When

they played against SCI on Sept.19,
Bearcats won by a score of 8-1.
The only upsetting thing about
the upcoming CUNYAC Championship is that it means the end
of the tennis season for this year.
Piskunova, a junior, said that “[she]
feels a little sad because the season
is almost over. It was a wonderful
experience being on a team.” For
her, there will be another season,
but not for the seniors, Kateryna
Pylypyshyna and Sara Ayoub.
The CUNYAC Final will take
place on Oct. 21 at the National
Tennis center, the time has yet to
be announced.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

So much for a subway series
BY IRVING DEJOHN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The current playoff season has
been highly unpredictable. Favorites have been ousted and teams
that looked extremely vulnerable
in the beginning are now pennant
winners. People thought the Yankees and Mets would meet in the
World Series for a rematch of the
2000 subway series. Unfortunately
for New York, both teams will be
watching from their couches.
After six games and 51 runs
scored, the Mets and the Cardinals were left with only one game
to decide who would face the Detroit Tigers on Saturday. Lefty Oliver Perez and veteran right hander
Jeff Suppan matched each other
in every inning adding more suspense to an already tension-filled
stadium. Manager Willie Randolph was faced with a difficult
decision in the sixth inning: Perez
was starting to tire, his pitch count

was climbing and batter Scott Rolen had a record of hitting Perez
well. Randolph’s decision was
nearly fatal but the outstretched
glove of Endy Chavez over the left
field wall kept the score even. The
Mets mounted a charge in the bottom half but were shut down by
rookie Adam Wainwright to seal
the victory for the Cardinals and
clinch the pennant.
Looking forward to the World
Series, the match up between the
Tigers and Cardinals is intriguing The Tigers are going into this
series with amazing momentum
winning their last seven playoff
games. Detroit could easily shutdown the Cardinals’ average offense. The main thing that will
hold St. Louis back is the health
of superstar slugger Albert Pujols.
Hampered by a leg injury that has
limited his power, the Cardinals
will have difficulty scoring runs
against the heavy hitting Detroit
lineup.

